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the country.
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Foreword

By Nolan Downey
Consideration of racial justice is central to the practice of consumer law on behalf of low-income people.
Consumer law is an important area of legal services practice because, very simply put, people experiencing poverty
pay more for less. Moreover, Black, Latino/a/x, Indigenous, and other people of color face greater burdens
and greater costs when accessing the consumer marketplace, thus adding to the layers of structural barriers they
face when trying to achieve financial and economic stability.

Advocates should be open to changing
their practice—even radically—to confront
racism more directly and to meet the
specific needs of the communities of color
they serve.

Legal organizations working for economic,
social, and racial justice frequently practice
consumer law in some form because unfair
practices and higher costs for low-income
communities create tangible and readily
identifiable barriers to eliminating poverty.
Consumer law advocates seek to eliminate
harmful practices that hurt consumers and, in
the process, to create a fairer and more accessible
marketplace.

But too often consumer law advocates focus only on the harmful practices affecting their clients instead of who
specifically is affected. Often times we observe that people of color are more frequently impacted by consumer
issues—even when controlling for income level—but neglect to interrogate why those patterns exist or how to
structure consumer law practice to address more directly the racial disparities that the market continues
to produce.
This report assesses the tools available to consumer advocates in pursuing racial justice, and documents how some
advocates across the country have used a racial justice lens to focus their practice and better support people of color
in their communities.
Over the past several years, consumer advocates have observed the ways in which economic crises have weighed
more heavily on people of color and compounded racial inequity. This report was initially intended to arm
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consumer advocates with alternative strategies to center race in anticipation of the next crisis. Yet, that crisis was
soon upon us.
The last year has been marked by a global COVID-19 pandemic and a racial reckoning following the deaths of
George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, and Ahmaud Arbery. These events have laid bare the racial inequities that
continue to permeate every aspect of our society from treatment by law enforcement to access to healthcare and
affordable housing.
Black, Latino/a/x, and Indigenous people in the United States have been more likely than non-Hispanic white
people to get infected with COVID-19, be hospitalized, and die from the virus.1 A March 2021 report by APM
Research Lab found that of the 520,000 COVID-19 deaths in the United States, 42.3% (220,085) were people of
color2 , despite making up only 23.7% of the total U.S. population.3 These statistics are a direct consequence of
the structural racism and racial discrimination that define our country. Because of the impact of systemic racism,
people of color, particularly Black people, are less likely to have health insurance4 or be stably housed5 and are more
likely to be essential workers with a greater risk of exposure to COVID-19.6
In 2021, there is no doubt that racism is still a preeminent force in America, and in the consumer marketplace.
Racism in the consumer space can manifest in many ways. Across the nation payday lenders, auto-title loan
businesses, and other types of high-cost, high-risk loan servicers target Black, Latino/a/x, Indigenous, and other
people of color, who have lacked access to traditional financial institutions, and ensnare them in a cycle of debt.7
People of color, particularly Black people, face higher rates of eviction8 and foreclosure9 and continue to struggle
to find fair financing for homes that would allow them to build generational wealth.10 And while the racism of the
criminal court system is increasingly well-documented, racism and bias also persists in the civil court system that
adjudicates claims brought by creditors and consumers—and more often fails to protect the rights of consumers of
color over white consumers.11
The pandemic and its economic impacts have only worsened these divides. In the middle of the pandemic, the
majority of Black (60%), Latino/a/x (72%), and Indigenous (55%) households faced severe financial hardship
compared to only 36% of white households.12 More often, these households of color struggled to pay bills for
basic needs.13 Financial burdens also increased in communities of color, who were more likely to lose income and
struggle to pay debts.14 According to the Congressional Research Service, utilization of loan forbearance increased
for mortgages, consumer credit products, and car loans, with payment assistance more likely to be requested in
areas with majority Black or Hispanic populations.15 Even where structural racism has translated to fewer savings
for Black families, the economic stress of the pandemic has caused more Black people to borrow against their
retirement savings, with 14% of Black people under age 35 (compared to 4% of white people) and 22% of Black
people over age 55 (compared to 10% of white people) borrowing from or cashing out their retirement savings.16
In the midst of the current crisis, it is essential to apply a racial lens to legal advocacy—and consumer advocacy
is no exception. Racialized impacts of the pandemic should motivate legal advocates to grapple with the ways in
which advocacy and traditional legal services have failed to address racism. Without acknowledging racist history,
and specifically accounting for race in advocacy efforts, overcoming racism and creating true racial equity will not
be possible.
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The report highlights consumer advocates who are seeking to actively acknowledge and directly confront
the ways in which racism impacts their consumer clients and consumer advocacy. Odette Williamson of the
National Consumer Law Center frames the broad history of how racism has been injected into consumer laws
and practices—particularly those related to high-cost lending, housing, and criminal and civil fines and fees. Her
piece, along with a piece from Ben Carter of the Kentucky Equal Justice Center, offer both legal tools available
to advocates seeking to address racism in the
consumer space and a potential change in
approach to traditional legal institutions—like
It is essential to apply a racial lens to
the courts—that have an opportunity,
legal advocacy—and consumer advocacy
even a duty, to shirk rigid and formulaic
application of consumer law in favor of more
is no exception.
equitable approaches.
Lindsay Cutler of the New Mexico Center on
Law and Poverty and Charles O. Lee of the Mississippi Center for Justice write about their work to address the
impacts of high-cost lending on communities of color in their states. Though they work in different geographies
and political climates with communities who hold different identities, both have deep appreciation of the ways
in which specific regional histories—be it the exploitation of Indigenous people or sharecropping—have led to
racial inequity in the consumer issues before them today. Both can offer a perspective on how to reframe consumer
advocacy to more directly addresses the racial roots of the problem.
And Susan Purtle of Legal Aid of Arkansas describes how truly addressing racial inequity requires deliberate and
targeted investment in and partnership with communities of color. She and her colleagues have worked over years
to restructure their consumer practice to better serve a hard-to-reach group of in-migrants from the Marshall
Islands. Through this investment, commitment to building trust and cultural competence, and flexibility to
address specific needs, Legal Aid of Arkansas has fostered a strong relationship with the Marshall Islanders, built
community power, and achieved positive outcomes, thus providing an important model for working with Pacific
Islander communities
Through this report, readers will see that addressing racism in the present requires a historical understanding of
the structures and systems that produced the racial disparities visible in the consumer issues facing their clients
today. Advocates must act intentionally to dismantle these vestiges of intentional racism. In pursuit of racial
equity, advocates should be open to changing their practice—even radically—to confront racism more directly, to
meet the specific needs of the communities of color they serve, and to build a more stable foundation upon which
real power can be built and bolder ambitions pursued.
This collection of writings does not have all the answers. These issues are fraught, and the structural racism built
over generations will not be undone swiftly. However, in sharing their experiences, these authors hope to assist
consumer advocates who are considering how to better confront racism in their practice and pursue racial equity
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Consumer Law and
Racial Justice in the
COVID-19 Era
By Odette Williamson

Introduction
Structural racism embedded in American laws and institutions has resulted in deep and enduring disparities
in health, employment, housing, and economic opportunity for Black, Latino/a/x, Indigenous, Asian, and
other consumers of color. The COVID-19 pandemic has deepened these inequities as individuals and hard-hit
communities struggle to recover from the
health and economic challenges caused by the
pandemic. Consumers who have endured the
Consumers who have endured the worst
worst of the pandemic will experience the lion’s
of the COVID-19 pandemic will experience
share of unemployment, evictions, foreclosures,
bankruptcies and economic distress
the lion’s share of economic distress
going forward.
going forward.
Centuries-old policies and practices that
intentionally segregated communities through
redlining and other racially exclusionary housing policies paved the way for discriminatory credit and market
practices. Redlined, immigrant, Indigenous and other geographically and ethnically segregated communities
experience higher rates of poverty, lower wages, disinvestment, and higher costs for basic living expenses. Unfair
and predatory lending practices took hold and continue to flourish in these communities, stripping wealth and
resources from economically distressed consumers and families.
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After the onset of the pandemic, many households experienced a significant decline in income due to layoffs, pay
cuts or reductions in work hours for wage earners. While the economic devastation is widespread, households of
color are less able to weather a financial crisis than white households due to disparities in wealth and resources.
Loss of household income in the near and long term will increase financial instability for consumers of
color. An eviction filing, for example will affect a consumer’s rental record, ability to gain new housing, and
creditworthiness, making her vulnerable to high-cost payday lenders and other fringe financial services.
Discrimination in the housing and credit markets, including predatory high-cost lending, and the abusive
imposition of fees and fines are a few of the issues people of color face in the financial marketplace that make it
difficult to survive the challenges brought on by the COVID-19 pandemic.

Housing Discrimination
Decades of racist practices by government and financial institutions denied Black, Latino/a/x, Asian, Native
American, and other communities access to safe and affordable housing and sustainable credit. Housing
segregation seeded long-standing disparities in employment, education, health outcomes, and other measures
and contributed to predatory policing practices in Black and Brown communities.
American communities were segregated by
design. Following Reconstruction, Black
families endured a long campaign by federal
and state governments to separate residential
communities by race.1 Discrimination in
public housing, by zoning, through financing,
by law, and by government inaction in the
face of often violent resistance to racial
integration left Black families cut off from
housing in well-resourced communities.
Those seeking to purchase homes were denied
affordable financing backed by the federal
government. Color-coded maps created in
the 1930s by Home Owners Loan Corporation
(HOLC), an agency born in the wake of the
Great Depression to purchase and issue new
mortgages on affordable terms, redlined
Black communities. The maps, created under the guise of assessing risk for lending across neighborhoods,
had an enduring impact on real estate financing and put the federal government on record as assessing Black
communities as poor risks.
The Federal Housing Administration (FHA), which insures loans made by private lenders, further enshrined
this discriminatory practice in its appraisal and underwriting guidelines. Its discriminatory enforcement of its
policies meant that Black and other applicants seeking to finance homes in redlined neighborhoods were denied
affordable loans. In withholding federally backed loans, the FHA all but ensured that Black borrowers would not
fully benefit from the wealth building opportunities of homeownership for generations. By one estimate, from
1934 to 1968, 98% of FHA-backed loans were made to white applicants.2
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Redlined communities experienced reduced homeownership rates and housing values, increased racial and
economic segregation, and significant disinvestment.3 Subprime lenders and brokers targeted these credit-starved
communities and steered borrowers to high-cost mortgages, even if they qualified for conventional loans. High
fees and interest rates, oppressive loan terms, and
exotic and poorly understood options characterized
these mortgages.

The legacy of redlining and hypersegregation of communities by race
and ethnicity contributed to the rise of
predatory subprime lending.

Between 2007 and 2010, these thinly underwritten
loans exploded, resulting in high rates of default,
foreclosure, and economic distress. Latino/a/x
borrowers were particularly hit hard by the collapse
of the housing market and experienced a significant
loss of homes to foreclosure and decimation of
4
wealth held in the form of home equity. Loss of a home to foreclosure was not just devastating for borrowers
but represented a substantial transfer of wealth from individuals and communities of color to investors and
others, contributing to the widening of the racial wealth gap.
Another result of the collapse of homeownership in communities of color was that large companies with private
equity backing bought foreclosed properties in bulk and resurrected an old form of predatory lending prevalent
during the 1930s. The companies now sell the properties to would-be homeowners through land installment
contracts, otherwise known as contracts for deed. Land contract buyers are often obligated to repair dilapidated
properties to make them habitable. In many states, default on contract payments due to the financial strain of
making repairs means a quick forfeiture of the home, loss of payments and the value of any investments made in
the property. This form of seller financing is structurally unfair as it shifts the burdens of homeownership to the
buyer with none of the corresponding rights or protections. In Black communities where conventional financing
is scarce, and in some rural and immigrant communities, borrowers are offered this form of financing.
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Discrimination raises the cost of housing, limits housing options for homeowners and renters of color, and
perpetuates segregation of low-income people. According to the Joint Center for Housing Studies at Harvard
University, fully 70% of poor Black people and 63% of the poor Latino/a/x population live in high-poverty
neighborhoods, compared with 35% of poor white people.5 These communities are likely to bear the brunt of the
anticipated wave of evictions.6

Abusive Lending Practices
The history of discriminatory financing extends well beyond the housing sector to other forms of high-cost
predatory lending. Fringe banking services, including check cashing stores, payday lenders, auto title lenders,
rent-to-own stores, and wire transfer and remittance operators ring low-income communities. These thinly
regulated companies profit by providing financing with high fees and abusive terms. About a third of the states
cap the annual percentage rate for a short-term (14-day) payday loan at 36% or less, but in the remaining states
typical payday loan annual percentage rates (APRs) can range as high as 664%.7
Companies offering short-term high-cost
loans (such as payday and auto title loans) target
borrowers of color by setting up shop in their
Black neighborhoods have three times as
communities and aggressively marketing to
many payday loan stores per capita as
financially strapped consumers. One study in
white neighborhoods.
North Carolina, for example, noted that Black
neighborhoods have three times as many payday
loan stores per capita as white neighborhoods,
a concentration that increased as the proportion of Black people in the neighborhood increased.8 Payday lenders
in California and Florida are concentrated in Latino/a/x and Black communities, even controlling for income
and other factors.9 Some affluent communities of color were more likely to have payday loan stores than less
affluent predominantly white communities.10 Not to be overlooked is the explosive growth of predatory highcost lending in Native American communities, where geographic and cultural isolation, absence of mainstream
financial institutions, and lack of resources play a role.11
Community members use these companies rather than banks because they cannot afford the fees or minimum
balances required for bank accounts, may have privacy concerns, or fear having their funds attached by creditors.
Banks may not be as welcoming as the local check casher or payday lender, who likely sponsors community
events or festivals. Payday loans, whether made by storefront lenders or internet payday websites, trap consumers
in a cycle of debt. When borrowers cannot afford repayment, lenders encourage them to roll the loan over or
reborrow, paying a new fee and putting the borrower deeper in a financial hole. Money and assets are drained
from the household, and families cannot get ahead to save for financial emergencies.

Criminal Justice Debt
Compounding these financial problems for residents in Black communities and other communities of color
is the imposition of excessive fines, fees, costs, and surcharges in the legal system.12 Criminal justice debts are
financial obligations resulting from interaction with the criminal justice system and include court-imposed costs,
traffic infractions, and other monetary sanctions. Many local governments use revenue from fees and fines to
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fund a significant portion of their budget. Police in these municipalities are incentivized to aggressively stop and
fine residents for a host of infractions. After a Ferguson, Missouri, police officer killed teenager Michael Brown
for walking in the street, the Department of Justice found that, despite making up only 67% of the population,
African Americans accounted for 85% of the Ferguson Police Department’s traffic stops, 90% of citations, and
93% of arrests from 2012 to 2014.13 Further, formal and informal quotas that required police officers to issue a
certain number of tickets or make a particular
number of arrests within a specific time period
disparately impacted people of color. The
COVID-19 relief has failed to reach many
Justice Department’s report also described how
low-income households that need help.
Ferguson used its court system to generate
revenue in a way that disproportionately
impacted its African American residents. The
report noted that African Americans “are disproportionately represented at nearly every stage of Ferguson law
enforcement from initial police contact to final disposition of a case in municipal court.”14
Like Ferguson, many local governments rely on fees, fines, and forfeitures for more than 10% of their budget
revenue; for some governments, fines account for more than 20% of the general fund.15 Data from the Census also
suggest a correlation between the cities that are most dependent on fines and fees for revenue and a high Black
population.16 Reliance on this source of revenue will likely increase as governments seek to make up for budget
shortfalls due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Nonpayment of criminal justice debt has serious consequences, including the possibility of incarceration and
suspension of driver’s or professional licenses. The ability to drive is of particular concern for low-wage workers
of color who are likely essential employees and do not have the option to work at home. Lack of a driver’s license
also affects the ability to go to school or receive health care, including drive-through COVID-19 testing. The
debt undermines a family’s financial stability as it is often paid by family members, often women, on behalf of
their loved ones.

The COVID-19 Economy for Households of Color
The economic downturn caused by the COVID-19 crisis has disproportionately harmed consumers of color. In
April 2020, the unemployment rate rose to its highest level since the Great Depression.17 Workers of color make
up a disproportionate share of workers in the industries where layoffs, pay cuts or a reduction in work hours
occurred early in the pandemic.

February

April

2020
Between February and April 2020,
more than one in six Black workers lost their jobs.
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Asian-owned small restaurants, for example, sharply reduced hours or closed early in the pandemic, displacing a
workforce of limited English proficient workers.18 The unemployment rate among Asian-Americans increased
by more than 450 percent from February to June 2020, a rate of increase greater than that of other racial groups.19
The Latino/a/x unemployment rate reached historic levels in the spring of 2020.20 A PEW Research Center
poll during that period recorded that approximately half of Latino/a/x respondents stated that someone in
their household had lost a job or has taken a pay cut—or both—because of the COVID-19 outbreak, compared
with 33% of all U.S. adults.21 The Black unemployment rate, consistently significantly higher than the white
unemployment rate, soared during this period.22 Between February and April 2020 more than one in six Black
workers lost their jobs; as of April 2020, less than half of the adult Black population was employed.23
Unemployment rates have decreased since their pandemic peak. However, low-wage workers of color struggle
to find work in the service sector and other portions of the economy hit hardest by the pandemic.24 Black
workers in particular experienced a steep rise in unemployment and a slow rate of return to pre-pandemic levels
of employment.25 This trend is consistent with the experience of Black workers after the Great Recession.26
Unemployment among Latina and Black women remains relatively high and may be undercounted in official
numbers as some women are not seeking employment for family caregiving (including remote schooling) or
health reasons.27
As the economy reopens, workers will return to jobs that due to the nature of the work may put their health at
risk. Jobs that require person-to-person interactions, such as health care, retail, construction, service and leisure,
disproportionately employ Black, Asian, and Latino/a/x workers.28 During the height of the pandemic Black and
Latino/a/x people were infected, hospitalized, and died at a rate that was consistently three to five time higher
than white people.29 Aside from the loss of income, workers who are infected and sick accrue significantly higher
expenses, including medical expenses. Loss of employment during the pandemic may result in loss of health
insurance coverage, which could lead to significant medical debt.
With the cost of housing increasing, household incomes falling due to the COVID-19 pandemic, and limited
government assistance, low-income households will spend more than half of their income on housing, with little
resources left over to meet other essential needs.30 The percentage of cost-burdened rental households—defined
as those households dedicating more than 30% of their income to housing costs—rose substantially before the
onset of the pandemic.31 In 2018, 55% of Black renter households were cost-burdened, and 53% of Latino/a/x renter
households and 45% of Asian/other renter households were cost-burdened, compared to just 43% of white renter
households.32 This additional strain on finances puts many renters at risk of utility shutoffs or otherwise having
inadequate water, electricity, or other services to heat or cool their homes.
Without resources to withstand an economic downturn, and with ongoing discrimination in the labor market,
households of color are likely to experience long-term financial insecurity. Loss of income due to unemployment
or the illness or death of wage earners will severely affect households already living paycheck to paycheck. The
high concentration of predatory lenders in the community offering high-cost loans with abusive terms will trap
borrowers in loans they often cannot afford to repay. Other expected challenges include the following:

• A
 steep rise in evictions, foreclosures, and homelessness. Once the moratoria on evictions

and foreclosures expire, tenants and homeowners are at risk of displacement. Overall, Black and Latino/a/x
households were significantly less likely than white homeowners to access home savings relief options,
including those provided under federal law, when they missed a mortgage payment, putting them at
greater risk for foreclosure once the moratoria are lifted.33
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• O
 verwhelming debt and aggressive, abusive, and illegal collection of debt. Consumer
debt, including credit card debt, medical debt, and student loan and criminal justice debt, will
increase. Debt collectors will aggressively pursue efforts to collect private or government debt through
garnishments, setoffs, repossessions, and other methods. Consumers of color are more likely to be
contacted by debt collectors and sued on a debt.34 Successful collection efforts will deprive consumers of
wages and other essential income, cars, and household assets.

• A
 n increase in high-cost predatory lending. Financially stressed consumers will be more

vulnerable to exploitative high-cost loans. Abusive lenders, already a presence in the community, will
increase their outreach to cash-strapped consumers. Household resources will be diverted to pay exorbitant
rates and fees.

• L ack of access to energy and utility services and broadband. Debt-burdened consumers
will face shutoff of essential services including the electricity, gas, and water they need to shelter in
place safely. Access to high-speed broadband service, now essential for employment, schooling, finding
affordable housing and accessing health care and benefits, will also be at risk.

• L ack of access to reliable, safe, and affordable cars. Access to a reliable car is essential to

obtain and keep a job, especially for low-wage workers who cannot work from home. Even before the start
of the pandemic, consumers were struggling with car loans. The cost to purchase, finance, and use a car
varies widely by race and ethnicity.35 Abusive sales and financing tactics, including discriminatory pricing,
sale of cars with dangerous defects, and abusive repossession practices, have made cars expensive to purchase
and own.

• L ack of resources for immigrants and people with limited English proficiency.

Consumers with limited English proficiency (LEP) had limited access to the information and resources
provided under federal law in response to the COVID-19 pandemic.36 Future economic relief measures may
bypass these consumers unless governments and private industry make a concerted effort to include these
consumers in programs and provide information in their native languages.

Legal Tools to Address Discrimination and Protect Consumers’ Rights
Advocates pursuing justice for consumers of color can use a variety of federal and state credit discrimination and
consumer protection laws. The Equal Credit Opportunity Act (ECOA) outlaws discrimination with respect to any
aspect of a credit transaction, including the marketing of credit, the application process, credit evaluation, credit
terms, credit reporting, loan servicing, debt collection, foreclosures, garnishment, and other post-judgment
creditor remedies.37
More narrow in its scope, the Fair Housing Act prohibits housing discrimination, including in mortgage lending
and tenancy.38 Both statutes prohibit discrimination based on race, color, religion, national origin, and sex.
Additionally, the ECOA outlaws discrimination based on marital status, age, receipt of public benefits, and
exercise of rights under federal consumer credit statutes. The FHA also outlaws discrimination based on familial
status and disability.
The ECOA and the Fair Housing Act have been used to challenge a wide range of discriminatory practices,
including redlining and targeting consumers to offer credit that is predatory, unfair, or high-priced (called
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“reverse redlining”). Actions have been brought against lenders and other creditors, brokers, car dealers,
pawnbrokers, and others. Recently, the Fair Housing Act was used to challenge water shutoffs that were
discriminatorily concentrated in poor Black communities.39 In the wake of the foreclosure crisis, Congress
imposed greater regulation on the mortgage market by passing the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and
Consumer Protection Act, and some states also passed laws specifically to address predatory mortgage lending.40
Every state and the District of Columbia has a consumer protection statute, also referred to as unfair and
deceptive acts and practices (UDAP) statutes.41 These laws can be used to challenge abusive, deceptive, and unfair
financial transactions. Many of these laws are very broad and allow consumers to challenge a wide range of
abusive behavior that may or may not violate other federal or state statutes. Consumers can seek many different
types of relief in UDAP claims, including actual, treble, minimum and/or punitive damages, injunctive relief to
stop abusive practices, class actions, and in most states, attorney fees as well. The type of relief available varies
by state.
For consumers mired in overwhelming debt, the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act (FDCPA) regulates and
restricts debt collectors’ efforts to collect debt.42 The FDCPA restricts abusive collection methods and provides
specific rights for consumers. Abuses include harassment, false or deceptive representations, and other unfair
or unconscionable collection methods. Consumers have the right to stop all collection contacts. In addition, a
collector is required to verify the
existence, legality, or amount of
the debt it is attempting to collect.
A debt collector who violates the
FDCPA while collecting a consumer
debt is subject to suit by any person
adversely affected by the violation.
A successful plaintiff may recover
actual damages, additional statutory
damages, attorney fees, and costs.43
Many states have laws similar to the
FDCPA that apply to all collectors
of debts.44
Consumers mired in overwhelming
debt can seek relief by filing
for bankruptcy.45 At the end of
the bankruptcy case, the debtor receives a discharge from personal liability on most debts, as well as other
protections.46 State and federal exemption laws also provide protections for the income and assets of debtburdened consumers.47 Every state has a general exemption law that protects a variety of income and property
from judgment creditors. In addition, federal and state statutes carve out protections for specific types of income
or assets, such as Social Security benefits or state employees’ pensions. Special exemption rules are also sometimes
found in statutes dealing with certain types of debt, such as tax debts. Homestead exemptions are designed to
protect debtors’ homes; the amount of the homestead exemption varies from state to state. States also protect at
least some of a debtor’s basic personal possessions from the reach of creditors, and generally list specific items or
categories of household goods that are exempt. These exemptions may include motor vehicles. Finally, a number
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of states provide a specific exemption for a certain amount of money in a bank account. Others make a wildcard
exemption available for this purpose. However, even in the absence of a specific exemption for bank accounts or a
wildcard exemption, money on deposit in a bank account such as wages or benefits may retain its exempt status.
Regardless of whether the funds in a bank account are exempt, a creditor can reach the money only if it belongs
to the debtor.48

Conclusion
Systemically racist practices in the financial services industry and in government have depleted the wealth and
resources of Black, Latino/a/x, Asian, Native American, and other consumers of color. The financial instability
created by these practices has undermined the ability of consumers to deal with the economic fallout of the
COVID-19 pandemic. Consumer protection laws can ameliorate some of the effects of these deep and longstanding practices. Structural economic changes however, are ultimately necessary to protect individuals and
household from discriminatory and abusive practices in the marketplace, and to preserve wealth and income
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Using Equity to
Confront and Correct
Individual and
Systemic Racism
To Do Justice, Judges Must Do What Is Fair, Not What Is Merely Legal
By Ben Carter

Introduction
I’m on video call with legal aid attorneys to learn how judges across Kentucky’s 120 counties are handling
evictions. “Ben, I can’t find a landlord that will accept rental assistance,” says one of my colleagues.
Six months into the COVID-19 pandemic, the money for rental assistance from the CARES Act is now—
finally—available to landlords in rural Kentucky. Are judges suspending cases until the Centers for Disease
Control (CDC)’s eviction protections expire?1 Are judges interrogating renters about the truth of the statements
the renters made in sworn declarations pursuant to the CDC moratorium? Will judges postpone a set-out if a
renter signs and delivers a declaration to their landlord after a judgment of eviction is entered?
Although the state’s rental assistance program would pay landlords 90% of the balance on past-due rent,
landlords are using all sorts of excuses to refuse the assistance. Some landlords don’t want to waive late fees or lose
10% of the past-due balance. Others are refusing to provide the federal government with the required W-9—an
indication that they may be perpetrating tax fraud. Some just want the homerenters2 gone.
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All across the state—from Louisville (where landlords file two-thirds of all eviction actions in Kentucky each
year3 and where landlords receive 100% of past-due rent under the city’s rental assistance program) to Kentucky’s
smallest towns—the story is the same. Landlords are refusing to accept rental assistance for which homerenters
have applied and been approved. Or landlords are refusing to participate in rental assistance programs available
only to landlords. People across Kentucky and the rest of America are struggling to pay their rent, and yet many
landlords are terminating the month-tomonth term4 of leases, filing evictions when
their homerenters overstay the lease term,
The role of the courts in sustaining a
and then claiming the “reason for eviction”
false notion of justice while perpetuating
is not nonpayment (prohibited by the CDC
moratorium), but rather the lease “violation” of
housing insecurity in communities of
overstaying (holding over) the lease term.5

color cannot be overlooked.

Landlords are ruthlessly pursuing evictions
and engaging in bad-faith and abusive tactics
during a still-escalating global pandemic during which many of the nation’s lowest-paid workers remain
unemployed. In fact, research has already demonstrated the correlation between housing instability and the
spread of COVID-19. According to one study, “[l]ifting [eviction] moratoriums translated to a total of 433,700
excess cases and 10,700 excess deaths between March 1 and September 3, 2020.”6
Nonetheless, courts across Kentucky are granting landlords’ requests to evict people despite both the availability
of rental assistance that landlords are refusing to accept and the mounting evidence that evictions are literally
killing people. It’s reckless. It’s inhumane.
But judges need not be bound by the absurdities and abject cruelty that rigid application of the law will produce
in these cases. In these extraordinary times, judges could withhold from landlords the extreme remedy they
seek and use the court’s equitable powers7 to ensure that judgments are both lawful and fair. I say “could”
because judges are not currently exercising these important powers, just as they neglected them during the last
catastrophe—the foreclosure crisis a decade ago—by failing to protect homeowners and communities from
unnecessary foreclosures.
Now, it’s happening again. Through the lens of racial justice, the current housing crisis looks a lot like the last
crisis. Too little, too late from the federal government; powerful people and companies pursuing their perverse,
short-term financial interests; no institution (including the courts) attempting to balance those interests against
the costs of pursuing those interests, and all of it hitting Black, Latino/a/x, and other communities of color
harder than white communities.8
It’s long past time we break free of this repeating cycle of racial injustice. The role of the courts in sustaining a
false notion of justice while perpetuating housing insecurity in communities of color cannot be overlooked.
This article will (1) describe parallels between the COVID-19 and foreclosure crises; (2) describe the historical
origins of the courts’ expansive equitable powers; (3) envision what a court committed to rigorously interrogating
the equities in consumer cases would look like and how such a court would refrain from compounding
historically racial injustices; and (4) propose a path toward reclaiming a place for equity in the courtroom
through consistent, zealous advocacy and greater public scrutiny of judicial candidates.
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Parallels Between the COVID-19 and Foreclosure Crises
I first became interested in encouraging judges to use their equitable powers to prevent harm and do justice when
I was a legal aid attorney serving hundreds of people facing foreclosure in the last housing crisis only a decade
ago. The power imbalances in housing and consumer law can be extraordinary, the parties’ incentives are often
distorted, and the consequences to vulnerable people, their children, their neighbors, and communities are dire.
At that time, I had the misfortune of watching many people lose their homes, file bankruptcies, and accept unfair
loan modifications as judges repeatedly refused and/or failed to consider equities in foreclosure cases.
In the years before the last housing crisis, mortgage lenders went door-to-door in areas of town that had been
historically starved of credit, happy to originate risky, expensive loans to people who—I heard it a hundred
times—“didn’t think the bank would lend
me money if I couldn’t afford to pay it back.”
Although loan officers had historically cared
The courts’ equitable powers can blunt
about a homebuyer’s ability to afford a home
loan, no one told hopeful homebuyers—many
the traumas of both system-level crises
of whom were Black—that the mortgage
and individual, quotidian traumas.
originators offering them credit in the early
2000s no longer cared whether they could pay
it back. The mortgage originators were going
to take their fees up front and sell their loans to Wall Street to be bundled into a residential mortgage-backed
securities and later sold to investors like so many ticking time-bombs.
Legal aid attorneys in Kentucky saw Black and Latino/a/x homeowners hit disproportionately hard by the
onslaught of foreclosure actions.9 During the foreclosure crisis, I began asking courts to order loan modifications
as part of the courts’ natural, traditional exercise of its equitable powers.10 No court ever did. Judges were
unprepared for arguments asking the court to use its equitable power to (1) mitigate harm and (2) ensure the
outcome of a dispute was not just lawful, but also fair—to the parties and the communities who would be affected
by but were not parties to the litigation.
These same failures exist in eviction actions, of course, and evictions were a quiet, quotidian crisis long before the
twin crises of a global pandemic and economic upheaval of the past year placed millions of Americans at risk of
eviction. In evictions, the judgments fall faster than in foreclosure—weeks, not months or years—and fall on
people whose ability to find housing is even more precarious. The pandemic has amplified the already devastating
consequences of eviction. Now, housing isn’t just a home. It’s school. It’s the office. It’s a sanctuary. It’s the one
safe place people have from a virus—a place where their state and local governments are often pleading with
them to stay.

Equitable Powers of the Courts
Our judicial system, in which courts sit in both law and equity, is based on a foundational belief that justice is the
combination of law and fairness. The courts’ equitable powers can blunt the traumas of both system-level crises
and individual, traumas inflicted onto consumers in evictions, debt collections, auto fraud, student lending,
etc. For an outcome to be just, it must be both lawful and fair. Judges must incorporate equitable considerations
into any action in which historical racist systems of oppression, current power imbalances, and the particular
warped incentives of a party mean that enforcing one party’s legal rights means impoverishing the other party or
innocent third parties.
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Though there is historical context for equity in foreclosure actions, a righteous justification exists for insisting
courts engage in deeper considerations of equity in a wide variety of consumer cases courts commonly treat as
routine, rote, open-and-shut.11 As Georgetown Law Professor David Super explained,
Equity took on recognizable form in fifteenth-century England as a response to problems
that the increasingly rigid common law system could not address. At that time, the law
courts viewed common law’s clarity and rigidity as its great virtues. An example of that
rigidity was the willingness to deny meritorious claims or defenses for procedural missteps.
The law courts were loathe to sacrifice that absolutism, leaving those who made innocent
procedural errors subject to unconscionable abuses. By contrast the chancellor and his
assistants who presided over equitable proceedings saw themselves as “making sure justice
was done in cases where shortcomings in the regular procedure, or human failings, rendered
its attainment [through the law courts] unlikely.” Freedom from the law courts’ procedural
limitations “enabled the chancellor to provide swift and inexpensive justice for the poor and
oppressed. … He could enforce the dictates of conscience and protect the foolish” without
changing the usual rules of law. Where a statute or the common law has a gap or produces an
improvident result, equity may intervene.12

It is important to recognize that lenders or mortgage servicers filing foreclosure actions are “foreclosing” the
equitable remedy of redemption. According to Super, the English equity court’s traditional abhorrence of
forfeitures caused it conclusively to presume unequal bargaining power in all mortgages.
The threat of forfeiture of the mortgaged property “puts the borrower too much in the power
of the lender, who, being distressed at the time, is too inclinable to submit to any terms
proposed on the part of the lender.” Equity thus made redemption available without any
special showing, declaring that the “right of redemption could not be clogged or fettered in
any way; any agreement which had this effect was void.” The modern foreclosure action arose
to give mortgagees the means to cut off this equity of redemption.13

In other words, modern foreclosure actions have joined the legal questions and equitable considerations into one
action. So, if courts are not considering the equities in foreclosures, they are only doing half their job. Indeed,
“[f]oreclosure is peculiarly an equitable action, and the court may entertain such questions as are necessary to be
determined in order that complete justice may be done.”14
But, while mortgage foreclosures are a fertile ground for arguments based in equity, there’s nothing particularly
unique about mortgage foreclosures. Under our merged system of law and equity, a court has the ancient
opportunity (and duty) to weigh the equities present in each case that comes before it.15
Creating a robust culture in which our judges (1) understand their equitable powers and (2) feel empowered and
expected to “do equity” will benefit low-income people across a wide spectrum of litigation that they commonly
face. And empowering the courts to consider equitable factors will especially benefit people of color because
“doing equity” requires courts to grapple with our country’s racist past and acknowledge the systemic racism still
metastasized within our institutions.16
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Judicial Exercise of Equitable Power Can Correct Systemic Racism
An inquiry into equity requires a court to make a searching inventory of both the equitable position of the parties
before the court, as well as the larger societal and historical contexts in which this individual case exists. As David
Super explains, equity involves larger questions of fairness and morality:
Equity is not just an elaborate means for cross-referencing one law to another…Instead, equity
provides relief from rules of law based on principles of conscience and public policy. It may
draw guidance from other laws as to contemporary moral sensibilities and public policy, but as
equity is not a literalistic system, the textual limits of those laws have never constrained it.17

Equity allows us to bring into many types of cases—eviction, foreclosure, debt collection, auto fraud, etc.—all
of the sociological, psychological, economic data that supports what we know, qualitatively and quantitatively,
to be true. Powerful people and corporations target people of color, particularly Black people, for unequal and
unfair treatment. This unfair treatment, predictably, leads to results like evictions and foreclosures at grossly
disproportionate rates, due in part to a disturbing history of segregation, redlining, restrictive covenants, and
starving Black communities of opportunities to build wealth.
As of 2017, the national gap between homeownership rates for white people and Black people was 30.1%.18 This
is a wider margin than when race-based discrimination against homebuyers was legal.19 Despite its illegality,
housing discrimination continues. According to 2020 data from the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act, lenders
deny mortgages for Black applicants at a rate 80% higher than that of white applicants20 —with more than half
of these Black applicants having no reason listed for their denial.21 In Kentucky, only 36.5% of Black households
own their homes compared to 70.7% of white households.22
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%
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These disparities track in all manner of consumer cases. According to data collected by the Eviction Lab, in
Jefferson County, Kentucky (home to Louisville), seven of the ten census tracts with the highest eviction rates
have Black populations of at least 50% (with five of them having Black populations above 75%).23 Relatedly, the
ten census tracts with the
highest percentage of Black
residents (all above 90%) all
have eviction rates higher
than 5.18%—the 2016 average
among census tracts in
Jefferson county—with some
rates being as much
as double.24
Debt disproportionately
burdens Black Kentuckians
and other communities of
color as well. In Jefferson
County, 70%25 of the debt
in collections is held by
26
communities of color who make up only 28.4% of the population. And, 73% of Kentuckians in nonwhite areas
face some sort of debt collection while statewide 40% of Kentuckians have some form of debt in collections.27 49%
of Kentuckians living in predominantly nonwhite areas have medical debt while statewide the average is 27%.
None of this is an accident, but rather the logical, predictable outcome of generations of racist policy decisions and
divestment. Equity allows us the opportunity to bring that information to bear on our individual cases.
While the specific considerations will vary among various substantive practice areas, the larger questions that
demand answers in equity will remain the same:

• W
 ho is the plaintiff/business? What has the plaintiff done to try to resolve this matter? What is

the plaintiff’s business model? What good is the plaintiff contributing to society? Does the plaintiff have
clean hands?

• W
 hat incentives do each party have in this case? Are those incentives causing a party to behave
in a way that either imposes externalized costs on innocent third parties or creates an outsized burden on
the other party relative to the benefit conferred on the “winning” party?

• W
 hat are the power dynamics between the two parties? Who has more money?

Sophistication? Privilege? What historical or cultural facts have created that power dynamic? Are systems of
oppression present either overtly or covertly in this case?

• W
 hat is the broader social and economic context in which this case exists?
Equity allows advocates to bring policymakers failure to grapple adequately with rising housing prices into cases
involving landlords and homerenters. Nationally, Black renters make up 19.9% of all adult renters, but they
make up 32.7% of all eviction filing defendants.28 If evictions disproportionately affect people of color in your
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jurisdiction (like they do here in Louisville),29 a court interrogating the equities of these evictions would consider
the disproportionate impact on people of color and the jurisdiction’s historical housing policies that generate this
disproportionate impact. Our systems have been designed to control, dispossess, and impoverish Black people, and
we can trace the origins of these systems to explicitly racist motives and moments in history.
With the backdrop of a global pandemic in 2021, an eviction court committed to equity today would:

•  consider the tremendous power imbalances present in landlord-homerenter relationships (especially
in a pandemic),

•  consider the known threat to public health that evictions pose,
•  view a landlord’s claim that the eviction is not for nonpayment of rent but for “holding over” past the
term of the lease (that the landlord decided to terminate) with a lot more skepticism.

None of that is happening now.

Reclaiming a Place for Equity in the Courts
Equity involves larger questions of fairness and morality. I know how difficult it is to get judges to engage in these
kinds of sticky questions. Especially when we are often asking them to dig deeper into areas of their docket like
evictions, debt collection, and foreclosure that they currently have on “cruise control.” Equitable arguments ask
judges to make the easy, routine parts of their jobs more complex. But for advocates who represent people of color
without a lot of financial resources, restoring and broadening our courts’ commitment to equity—insisting that
courts consider the various equities in each case—is core to the work before us.
There are no quick fixes, of course.30 Renewing our justice system’s ancient commitment to equity will require
both immediate action and decades-long commitment not unlike the commitment conservatives have made to
reshape the judiciary over the last forty years.
In the short term, lawyers have to make the arguments. We have got to continue to lift up the many inequities
and power imbalances that permeate the most routine eviction, foreclosure, or other consumer case. We have to
argue that evictions deepen racial inequities created by a racist history and harm (even threaten the lives of) Black
people, other innocent third parties such as the children and family members of those being evicted, and Black
communities that can suffer downstream effects such as falling property values and lower community investment.
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We have to argue that foreclosures create waste and harm the economy. In contract cases, well-settled law assumes
that consumers read every word of a contract. We have to argue that equity allows a court to acknowledge that
reading every word of the contracts a modern American is expected to sign would consume weeks of their lives
each year.31 Above all, we have to lay bare the racial inequities that cause our clients to be before the court.
We have to make these arguments to condition
our judiciary to be attentive to equity. And, in
the case of elected judges, we should demand
Equitable arguments ask judges to
it. Let’s begin asking judicial candidates what
make the easy, routine parts of their jobs
they think about equity while we are electing/
more complex.
nominating them.32 Let’s ask the people who
want to be judges whether and how they
would use their authority to administer their
courtrooms and decide cases in ways that fulfill
the court’s obligation to both follow the law and ensure the outcomes of court proceedings are also equitable.
We should insist that individuals aspiring to be judges answer questions33 about their approaches to, for example:

• incorporating equitable principles into their jurisprudence;
• explaining their understanding and experience of systemic racism;
• articulating how equitable34 principles and their understanding of systemic racism might affect the way

they run their courtrooms, award default judgments (including post-judgment interest), expunge (either
upon motion or sua sponte) an eviction from a homerenter’s record, or allow landlords to evict people who
cannot pay rent.

These questions would not be intended to commit judicial candidates to a particular result in a certain case or
kind of case. Instead, these questions can serve as a tool for educating judicial candidates about their power and
responsibility to sit in both law and equity. Moreover, the answers can help voters distinguish between candidates
in judicial races that are often characterized by little information.
Law schools do not prepare students to consider equity. That needs to change. In the meantime, because equity
currently occupies such a small plot of jurisprudential real estate, asking people before they become judges about
the role equity will play in their judicial decision-making will invite candidates to begin thinking about those
issues. Hopefully these questions will mean arguments based on equitable principles won’t sound like a foreign
language to judges in the future.
Judges could even be asked to sign an equity pledge. The pledge could read something like this:

If elected, I pledge to include equitable considerations, where appropriate, into the decisions
I make and in the processes my Court uses to administer justice.
Asking candidates35 to pledge to include equitable considerations, where appropriate, in their judicial decisionmaking is not controversial. Nor does it evince a prejudice regarding a particular case or kind of case. In practice,
I expect most judicial candidates would sign such a broad statement regardless of the sincerity of their conviction.
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But, there may be races where a candidate refuses. For those who value equity and understand its potential in
crafting outcomes that resemble racial justice as opposed to compounding historical wrongs, refusal to sign
should be disqualifying.
Because of the historical proscriptions of “judicial canons of ethics” and the inertia of those traditions, judicial
races (with a few notable exceptions) are usually “low information” races. In this low-information environment,
the equity pledge (and the candidates’ answers to more specific questions) could become a resource that could
guide voters who may otherwise skip the race on their ballots. Community organizations that are already
surveying candidates for local or statewide races should incorporate questions about equity into the surveys they
send (or begin to send) to candidates who want to be judges.

Conclusion
We cannot ignore the damage done to people at the most local levels of our justice system. Failing to recognize
the trauma inflicted and damage done daily from evictions, from wage garnishments, from default judgments
granting exorbitant post-judgment interest to car finance companies—and how it perpetuates racial injustice—is
also failing to recognize the opportunity we have to fix it.
Judges can make or break a private market for attorneys representing consumers and low-income individuals.
A judiciary that regularly shifts attorney fees because equity requires it would allow private attorneys to gain
confidence that they can be paid for remedying small‑dollar36 injustices.
A judiciary that refuses to grant landlords the extreme remedy of eviction when landlords refuse to participate
in rental assistance programs would be completely correct and create a fair market for landlords trying to do the
right thing. Landlords might quickly modify their shady, unfair conduct in such a jurisdiction.
Advocates in this fight have an obligation to vigorously pursue racial justice—complete justice. We have to have
the courage and conviction to persuade judges to do more than half of their jobs. For justice to be achieved in many
consumer cases, courts must use their equitable powers to insist that outcomes be not merely legal, but also fair.
As hard as it may be to find a foothold in the middle of our current pandemic, we have no choice but to begin
where we are. Where I’m from, we would look at the task ahead and say we have “a long row to hoe.” But I
know two things are simultaneously true: while the inertia of the status quo can make progress seem impossible,
courage is contagious

After a surprise announcement on September 1, the CDC’s eviction protections went into effect on September 4, 2020. At the time of writing, Congress and
then President Biden extended the original December 31 expiration date for the protections from December 31 to January 31 and now March 31, respectively.
The CDC’s eviction protections only prohibit evictions for nonpayment of rent, and currently landlords are terminating leases and evicting people who
overstay their (landlord-shortened) lease terms. See Letter from Diane Yentel, President, National Low Income Housing Coalition, and Shamus Roller,
Executive Director, National Housing Law Project, to the Honorable Dr. Rochelle Walensky, Director, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (Jan. 21,
2021), www.nlihc.org/sites/default/files/Letter-CDC-Requesting-Mtg_01212021.pdf; and Letter from Ben Carter, Senior Litigation and Advocacy Counsel,
Kentucky Equal Justice Center, to Gov. Andy Beshear, Kentucky Governor (Dec. 14, 2020), www.bit.ly/Beshear-Eviction-Letter.
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 I use the term “homerenter” instead of “tenant” or “renter” because I believe both terms fail to adequately state the reality of what’s at stake for people who
rent their homes: home. If we call people who own their homes “homeowners” (we do), people who rent their homes are “homerenters.” Everyone gets
a home, whether it’s rented or owned. The terms “tenant” or “renter” seem to me to dehumanize the person, describe their existence in purely economic
terms, or imply a kind of transience that minimizes the tremendous—immediate and long-lasting—stakes for a homerenter facing eviction.
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Centering Race and
Culture in Consumer Law:
a Marshallese Case Study
By Susan Purtle, Dr. Sherry Thompson, and Melisa Laelan

Introduction
Springdale, Arkansas, is home to over 12,000 former inhabitants of the Marshall Islands, a remote area in the
South Pacific made up of a small chain of volcanic islands. Marshall Islanders have relocated to Arkansas in search
of opportunity and stability. The Marshall Islanders who have settled in Arkansas are not U.S. citizens or legally
permanent residents, nor are they considered refugees or asylees. As eligible citizens from the Freely Associated
States, they can migrate to the United States and its territories without visa and labor certification requirements.1
The ambiguity of their status, the language barriers, and vast cultural differences make life difficult for Marshall
Islanders as they struggle to navigate the consumer marketplace for medical care, automobiles and housing
in Arkansas. In the Marshall Islands, trading goods and services predominated instead of exchanging money.
After World War II, the dollar became the predominate currency for global trade.2 There was no alphabet
that was consistent and closely represented the sounds of the Marshall Islanders language until after World
War II.3 Secured transactions did not begin in the islands until 2007,4 and consumer transactions are limited.
Unsecured personal loans, which carry high interest rates with payment through wage withholding known
as allotments, comprise the limited experience most Marshall Islanders have with consumer lending in the
islands. An abhorrence by Marshall Islanders consumers stateside to negotiate for consumer goods and a lack of
understanding that negotiation is expected has left them vulnerable to predatory and abusive practices that rob
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them of cash and access to credit. The technical and practical challenges to address the legal needs that result
require advocates to make race a central part of their practice at Legal Aid of Arkansas.
At Legal Aid of Arkansas, we realized that, in order to address the needs of this unique community in our state, we
had to change our approach to traditional civil legal aid, center race in our work, and invest in building trust and
cultural competence with a community in desperate need of support. This case study describes the history of the
Marshall Islanders during the Cold War, their eventual migration to Arkansas, and how Legal Aid of Arkansas
shifted from its race-neutral practices to combat discrimination against the Marshall Islanders who live in Arkansas.

The Marshall Islanders
The Marshall Islands are located in the equatorial Pacific, midway between Australia and Hawaii. The Marshall
Islanders, largely of Micronesian decent, settled in the islands and peacefully resided there for approximately
3,000 years. In 1944, the U.S. won military control over the Marshall Islands from Japan and occupied the
Bucholz Army Airfield located on the Kwajalein Atoll. The U.S. assumed administrative control over the Marshall
Islands shortly after World War II under the United Nations’ Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands.5
Between 1946 and 1958, the U.S. staged a series of 67 atmospheric nuclear tests on and near the Bikini and
Enewetak atolls. These two atolls remain uninhabitable as a result.6 The thermonuclear bomb, Castle Bravo
(March 1, 1954) was the most notorious detonation; at 15 megatons, it was 1,000 times more powerful than Little
Boy, the bomb dropped on Hiroshima. The
Bikini and Enewetak atolls were evacuated prior
to the detonation, but surrounding islands
U.S. officials did not warn the Marshall
were not. Radioactive fallout dropped ashy
snowflakes on the inhabitants of many islands,
Islanders of the potential effects of
including Rongelap and Utirik. Although the
radiation on themselves, their children,
local Americans fled rather than be exposed to
and their unborn children.
175 rems of gamma radiation (a lethal dose starts
at 300 rems), it would be several days before
the U.S. military would arrive to relocate the
7
islanders away from danger. Only three months later, the people of Utirik were returned to their homes and
falsely informed that their island was now completely safe for habitation.8
In June 1957, American officials moved forward with resettlement of the Enewetak Atoll so that researchers could
embark on top-secret studies to (1) document the effects of lingering radiation on human subjects, and (2) study
how human beings absorb radiation from contaminated lands.9
U.S. officials did not advise the Marshall Islanders that the islands were still contaminated with radiation.
They did not warn them of the potential effects of radiation on themselves, their children, and their unborn
children. Nor did they later admit that radiation was the most likely cause for many of the maladies suffered
by the Marshall Islanders. They did provide some medical care, although this appears to have mostly been for
surveillance purposes. Cancer cases, thyroid disorders, stillbirths and miscarriages (more than twice that of
women who had never been exposed to such high levels of radiation), and congenital deformities multiplied
throughout the community and continue to this day.10
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In the aftermath of this nuclear testing, the Marshall Islanders worked toward two desired outcomes: (1)
reparations from the U.S. to heal their islands and people, and (2) becoming an independent republic. Sources
vary in reports of the amount of reparations made to reverse the destruction wrought upon the Marshall Islands.
According to the U.S. Embassy in Majuro, the United States has provided a total of more than $604 million to the
affected atolls and communities. Adjusting for inflation, this is equal to $1.05 billion (2010 dollars) and includes
medical treatment, healthcare costs, resettlement funds, and island rehabilitation efforts and investments.
However, many believe much more is owed. America still pays $147 each quarter to 5,258 Bikinians and their
descendants from a trust fund established as reparations for rendering their specific island uninhabitable.11

Compact of Free Association
The desire to be independent came as people were displaced and disconnected from their lands. Marshall Islanders
fought to survive after their food sources, fish and plants, were killed and destroyed.12 Marshall Islanders won the
right to independent governance when their voters approved their Constitution in 1979. In 1986, they negotiated
a Compact of Free Association (COFA) with the United States. Under this bilateral agreement. Marshallese
citizens would be free to enter the U.S. as legal non-immigrants (i.e., no visa or labor certification requirements)
and to work and reside here indefinitely; the U.S. retained responsibility for defending the islands and was
granted the right to maintain the U.S. army base (as well as the Ronald Reagan Ballistic Missile Defense site) on
the Kwajalein atoll.13 COFA also included an agreement that constituted a full and final settlement of all claims
resulting from the nuclear tests conducted in the Marshall Islands from 1946–1958 and created the Nuclear
Claims Tribunal to establish financial settlements for illness and loss of land. The economic provisions of the
compact are up for renewal in 2023.14
Marshall Islanders began to exercise
their COFA privileges in search of a life
In the Marshall Islands and in the Marshall
that would provide better employment
Islander culture, wealth is defined as
opportunities, enhanced health care,
education, and social services for their
the number of meaningful relationships
families. As they began emigrating, many
you have.
found homes in Arkansas and work with
companies like Tyson, Simmons, and
Cargill. As they began to find new ways to survive, they were hopeful that new opportunities in a new country
would bring them happy, successful lives.
No one was truly prepared for the changes this migration would bring, but the Marshall Islanders replicated the
social infrastructure they had used at home (e.g., matrilineal society, clan status, communal family care, etc.)
to promote community sustainability. They quickly rebuilt close-knit systems of community support—similar
to those that had served them well in the past—and they relied on clanship and the American government to
create connections to housing and employment for new immigrants. Their infrastructure ensured strong clan
associations and social support in a new world that was foreign to them.
Although this new infrastructure served to create a sustainable community for the Marshall Islanders who
moved to Arkansas, the close-knit community also tended to leave them socially isolated and unfamiliar with
the new culture in which they lived. In the Marshall Islands and in the Marshallese culture, wealth is defined
as the number of meaningful relationships you have. In America, a bootstraps mentality15 creates an emphasis
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on personal responsibility, financial stability, and economics. American monetary culture is conditioning the
Marshall Islanders to save as a way to achieve wealth rather than share money with extended family. The shift has
been a struggle.
More than 12,000 Marshall Islanders settled in Northwestern Arkansas, finding homes in Springdale.16
Organizations within the community sprung up to support them. The Jones Center for Families (built with the
vision and support of the Harvey and Bernice
Jones Trust) is a center for activities and a
popular gathering place. The Marshall Islanders
Educational Initiative was designed to capture
the culture and history of the Marshall Islanders
through oral histories, a digital musical archive,
and collaborative work focused on reminding
communities of the importance of the
history of the Marshall Islands.17 The Arkansas
Coalition of Marshall Islanders (ACOM) opened
in 2011 and was granted nonprofit status in
2015. This was the first organization founded
and directed by a Marshall Islander that was
established to advocate for a variety of their
needs. In 2008, a Consulate for the Republic
of the Marshall Islands was established, and
in 2012 a health clinic that caters specifically
Arkansas Coalition of Marshall Islanders Board of Directo Marshall Islanders was opened with a
tors training, Springdale, Arkansas, November 2020.
Marshallese doctor at its helm.
Although COFA allowed the Marshall Islanders to live, study, and work in the U.S. without a visa, they are not
considered U.S. citizens or legal permanent residents. Nor are they immigrants or refugees. This left them in the
gray-area status of Legal Non-Immigrant and vulnerable to discrimination.
Along with new services designed especially for the Marshall Islanders came businesses intent on taking
advantage of them. The Marshall Islanders quickly found themselves in need of civil legal assistance. Program
administrators at Legal Aid of Arkansas initially struggled to devise a strategy that would adequately serve this
budding community. A change in approach was required.

Eligibility for Legal Assistance
Our first step in serving the Marshall Islanders was to remove formal legal barriers to their access to Legal Services
Corporation-funded services. The importance of this work was heightened in 1997 when we became aware of an
urgent consumer issue specifically affecting Marshall Islanders in Springdale. Tax preparers were charging the
Marshall Islanders exorbitant amounts for services and fraudulently preparing their returns.
Taxation was a new and foreign concept to the in-migrating Marshall Islanders. They were not opposed to it,
but they also did not understand it. The tax preparers who approached them, offering assistance, were often
predatory—demanding entire tax returns as payment for services rendered. Even worse, some tax preparers began
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to illegally boost the amount of Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) by knowingly adding the names of nonqualified children as household members, thereby increasing the amount of money they extorted from their
unwary clientele and leaving their clients in peril of prosecution for tax fraud.
We needed to stop this fraudulent practice, but our hands were tied. A recent rule change had made the Marshall
Islander community ineligible for legal services funded by the Legal Services Corporation (LSC).
While the Marshall Islands were Trust Territories of the U.S., the Marshall Islanders were deemed eligible for free
civil legal services “to the same extent provided to residents of any other State of the United States.”18 When the
Republic of the Marshall Islands became a sovereign state under COFA (1986), the Compact expressly authorized
continued provision of LSC-funded legal services. In 1997, upon further analysis and recommendations of the LSC
Office of the Inspector General, 45 C.F.R. § 1626.10 (a) was revised to preclude LSC services to people living in the U.S.
under COFA unless they were otherwise deemed eligible as per the alien eligibility requirements of Section 1626.5.
However, the Marshall Islanders were still eligible for services if they were residing in the Marshall Islands.19
The 1997 rule change indicated the Arkansas Marshall Islanders were no longer a group covered for free civil legal
services unless they could qualify as aliens. Legal Aid of Arkansas joined with Legal Aid of Hawaii to remedy this
matter. It took approximately 10 years to effect the change.
On June 2, 2007, David Cohen, Deputy Assistant Secretary for Insular Affairs at the Department of the Interior
wrote a letter stating:
I can assure you that it is consistent with Federal policy under the Compacts and the
[implementing] public laws to allow [Marshall Islanders] citizens lawfully resident in the
United States to receive LSC services. We are not aware of any intention to permit the
extension of LSC benefits to Free Associated States citizens in the FAS but to prevent the
extension of those benefits to FAS citizens during their lawful residence in the United States.

The Legal Services Corporation was permitted to again revise the rule to be inclusive of the Marshall Islanders residing
in United States, and we were again able to provide free civil legal services to our Marshall Islanders population.20
With technical barriers removed, our task now was to reach a community we knew was being targeted with
abusive consumer practices. At every turn, the Marshall Islanders' interactions with the consumer marketplace led
to harm—from outright fraud and predatory practices, to dealing with large amounts of medical debt resulting
from failure to provide insurance information, to health care providers’ failure to transform the local health
care system to accommodate Marshall Islander families in their new community. Building trust required time,
cultural understanding, and deliberate investment.

Reorganizing Legal Aid to Better Meet the Needs of the
Marshall Islander Community
Legal Aid of Arkansas is one of two not-for-profit law firms offering free civil legal services to low-income
Arkansans. We take pride in serving the individuals and communities of Arkansas and work hard to remedy
life-essential matters, such as discrimination, that burden and marginalize Arkansans. In 2008, our organization
reorganized to better serve our clients through a focus on up-stream management and synergism in service.
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Our activities were streamlined into
four workgroups; Consumer Protection,
Domestic Violence, Housing, and
Economic Justice. I became the Consumer
Protection Workgroup Leader. We created
a mission statement21 and a strategic plan
that placed our clients at the center of our
practice, and we built a network of services
to support their civil legal needs.
As we implemented our new strategic
plan, we realized that providing services
utilizing a race-neutral focus is not
enough to ensure inclusive service. We
Former Legal Aid of Arkansas staff attorney Casey Trzcinski,
needed to consider the racial injustices
Senator John Boozman, Spanish interpreter Neyra Galvez, and
that are perpetuated when the unique
Marshall Islanders liaison Molina Bien at Legal Aid of Arkansas’
needs and cultures of specific communities
Low Income Taxpayer Clinic Free File briefing, Bentonville Public
are not closely considered. We had a
Library, Bentonville, Arkansas, March 2017.
history of helping to change policies
and practices that impeded access to assistance for our Marshall Islander clients; now we needed to deepen our
investment in that community to build trust.
We were excited to again provide free civil legal services to the Marshall Islander community. However, we found
ourselves at a crossroads when the rule change and subsequent community outreach did not result in the Marshall
Islander community accepting Legal Aid of Arkansas and contacting us for assistance. We recognized that there
was more work to do if we did not want to allow the Marshall Islanders to continue to experience vulnerabilities
to predatory practices. We believed that if the Marshall Islanders were not approaching Legal Aid of Arkansas
for services, we had not fully developed a path to service that was accessible and safe for them to pursue and we
were not meeting the spirit of our mission statement. We began the task of identifying the unacknowledged, and
often invisible, barriers that kept our Marshall Islanders neighbors from approaching us for services.

Elements of Organizational Transformation
High-quality leadership is a key condition for organizing and implementing strategic transformational change
within an organization.22 We were fortunate to have a supportive executive director who was well-versed in
setting an organizational tone conducive to change.
He often reminds staff that we must fight complacency and orthodoxy in the workplace if we are to succeed in
providing civil legal services to some of Arkansas’ most needy residents.23
Under our executive director’s leadership, we created a strategic plan designed to set a clear path to organizational
success by setting concise, measurable goals that support our deliberate work processes while maximizing
resources. This plan, developed with the help of Melisa Laelen, the Marshall Islanders liaison, and Carmen
Chong, the Marshallese consulate, guided us toward our goal of creating a welcoming pathway to services for the
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Marshall Islanders. The outreach part of the plan focused on the message that legal aid helped with legal issues
that were important to the Marshall Islander community like adoption, car cases and medical debt. We then
used that plan (and our mission) to scrutinize, and subsequently change, our current practice to correct identified
disparate impacts. During this process, we changed several aspects of our program.
Physical access. We realized our current service location was difficult to access by public transportation and not

located in Springdale, where the majority of our clients resided. We closed our office in Fayetteville and opened
an office in Springdale. This new location was convenient
to Marshall Islander clients and on an active bus line to
accommodate transportation issues. Prior to the change in office
location, a staff member suggested we open a temporary office in
the JTL shop, near the Jones Center so that we could meet the
Marshall Islanders where they lived. We staffed the temporary
office until the Springdale office was up and running. We were
careful to alert everyone to our upcoming location change and
invited them to visit our new office once it was open.
Staffing. We lacked Marshall Islander staff, and no one in our

office spoke Marshallese. Since most Marshall Islanders do not
speak fluent English, we hired Melisa Laelan as our on-staff
Marshallese interpreter to bridge the language gap. We were
fortunate in our hiring, as Melisa is enthusiastic in advocating
for her people. She quickly assumed a deeper role as a liaison to
the Marshall Islander community. A liaison can help to build
May Day event, Jones Center for Families,
Springdale, Arkansas, May 1, 2017. Pictured
trust by helping everyone understand differences in culture.
left to right: Forefather and Republic of
Our Interpreter/Liaison provided in-service training to staff
Marshall Islands Founder Ajlok Beasa;
to increase cultural competencies and collaborated with us to
Kelani Kanako, Senator to Republic of
identify and alter practices and policies that created barriers
Marshall Islands; Loraine Kanako, wife of
for our potential Marshall Islander clientele. As a Marshall
Senator Kanako; Melisa Lalaen, Director,
Islander community leader (Melisa later founded the Arkansas
Arkansas Coalition of Marshall Islanders.
Coalition of Marshall Islanders), she also worked hard to help
her community better understand our purpose and to garner
trust. Given their history with American government, the Marshall Islanders' distrust in our willingness to serve
was understandable and something that had to be overcome. As we worked to develop trust, we recognized the
roles communication and culture would play in this change.
Staff focus. We encouraged staff who demonstrated interest and leadership to be informal leaders in this

change. Most ideas for change are generated by staff who are client facing,24 and we believed our informal leaders
would establish our efforts while helping to guide this change in a meaningful and substantive way. Interoffice
collaboration is important when making deep change. Line staff are at a different vantage point and can provide
valuable input during transformational changes.25 For example, our line staff quickly realized that the dedicated
Marshall Islanders Help Line we had created was not the best use of resources because the Marshall Islanders are
most typically walk-in clients and rarely call in. After conferring with staff, we closed the dedicated Help Line
and used staff flextime to enhance office hours—accommodating our Marshall Islander clients before and after
their working hours. We found the involvement of upper management, middle management, and client-facing
staff energizes efforts and creates a strong positive background for change.
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Collaboration with the Community
We used appreciative inquiry, a strengths-focused approach, to learn how to honor and accommodate our
Marshall Islander clients’ unique culture and evaluate needed change.26 Consultations with Legal Aid of
Arkansas’ Marshall Islanders liaison, representatives from the Marshall Islander community, and the Marshallese
consulate identified areas for change that included the following:
Historical sensitivity. We found that when our

Marshall Islander clients visited us outside of their
community, they were reserved. It takes time for
Marshall Islanders to warm up to and be able to trust
people. One-on-one communication is important
to build interpersonal relationships. As a people,
the Marshall Islanders are not vocal and have their
own ways to deal with things. To serve them well,
our attorneys and administrative support team were
trained to be especially sensitive to our Marshall
Islander clients’ needs. Attorneys and administrative
staff were educated regarding the history of the
Marshall Islanders so they would be prepared to be
patient and kind (rather than authoritative), as we
recognized that a stern approach would hinder services.
Flexibility with time. The Marshall Islanders live

a self-paced lifestyle. Dealing with time structure
is challenging for many Marshall Islanders due to
transportation and family responsibilities. Family is
Christmas at Arkansas Coalition of Marshall Islanders
considered more important than other things in life.
(ACOM) lakwe Gift Project, Springdale, Arkansas,
In the Marshall Islands, it is considered rude to start
December 2020.
a meeting without everyone, which is the opposite of
American norms. Staff agreed to differentiate with
the Marshall Islander clientele based on this cultural trait. Typically, a case at Legal Aid of Arkansas is closed if
a client is a no-show and does not contact the attorney. With the Marshall Islanders, a no-show results in the
attorney contacting the Liaison, who will reach out to the client, attempt to reestablish contact, and reassure the
client that we are here only to help and support them.
Know your rights. The Marshall Islanders are agreeable to authority figures and those they perceive as

authoritative figures. They often avoid conflict when dealing with authority figures. Marshall Islanders are
intimidated by the American court system and its complexity. Many Marshall Islanders come from the outer
islands where they have never interacted with a structured court system. Language access is a problem. Notices
are sent in English, and Marshall Islanders do not understand what the notices say. Marshall Islanders do not
understand the consequences of not showing up to court. Legal Aid of Arkansas staff often found that Marshall
Islanders struggled to understand the difference between criminal and civil court—and feared that civil disputes
could result in jail time. Without access to immediate help, resources, and advice as they interact with the courts,
they do not know anything about it.
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When a Marshall Islander client is faced with a confrontative situation he or she may not follow the attorney’s
advice. Attorneys have been trained to ensure the client has a firm understanding of all rights under the law.
Knowing their rights prior to a conflict may support clients in taking their attorney’s advice. When a client
goes against the attorney’s advice despite being advised of their rights, attorneys have been trained to be
understanding and address potential remedies rather than chastise the client.
Supporting court appearances. If a Marshall

ACOM food distribution to Marshall Islander families.
Thanksgiving, November 2020.

Islander client anticipates trouble ahead, that
client will disappear. This is a relatively simple
feat because households in the Marshall Islander
community are very fluid and the community is
very private. Some fraudsters depend on this and
will work to induce anxiety in clients prior to
court. Attorneys and staff at Legal Aid of Arkansas
work closely with the Liaison to keep tabs on their
clients as court dates approach. The Liaison often
reaches out to clients in concert with the attorney.
If a client fails to appear in court, attorneys ask for
a continuance as they continue to work to locate
the client.
Respecting preference for verbal
communication. The Marshall Islander culture

primarily depends on oral communication, and word of mouth is very powerful. Facebook is influential in the
community because it allows members to talk with people in the islands in real time at little cost. Historically,
stories of Marshallese history were saved and stored orally. There was never a written system in the Marshallese
language. Since there was no Marshallese alphabet, they adopted the English alphabet. Written communication
began when the United States military arrived in the Marshall Islands.
Marshall Islanders clients do not view fact sheets as helpful, but rather as an insult or as an attempt to brush
them off. Our staff are carefully instructed to verbally confer information that would typically be passed to a
client in a fact sheet and to refrain from sending Marshall Islander clients fact sheets. Despite their aversion to
written information, we recognize the legal requirement of providing written documentation. We worked with
community members to ensure all legally required documents were properly translated.
Supporting the community and each other. The Marshall Islanders are a closed, tight-knit community.

They tend to socialize within their clans, rely on their religious communities, and marry within the Marshall
Islanders community. The Arkansas Coalition of Marshall Islanders (ACOM) serves as a resource and pillar of
support for the Marshall Islander community. They depend on their families and community for everything
social, and they gather for celebrations. The support system they have for each other is one of the strengths of
the Marshall Islander community. They are happy to have outsiders attend fun events such as baseball games,
sports ceremonies, and festive parties. They are welcoming to outsiders who are interested in attending consulate
meetings and other advocate events.
Our staff are encouraged to attend Marshall Islander community events and become known by the community.
When a name can be paired to a face, trust is more easily built. So far, this has not been a strength of our firm, but
we are working to improve in this area.
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Successful Advocacy
The investments Legal Aid of Arkansas has made in building
trust and meeting the specific needs of the Marshall Islander
community have improved the effectiveness of our advocacy and
led to positive outcomes for the Marshall Islander community.
The abuses we discovered being committed against them in
Springdale were egregious and provided us a new way to view
consumer cases. The fraudulent and predatory practices unveiled
through these cases lent insight into similar practices perpetrated
against other communities of color. After the rule change to
authorize provision of legal services to Marshall Islanders living
in Arkansas, the organizational changes we made at Legal Aid
of Arkansas allowed us to assist Marshall Islander clients in
protecting their rights.
Tax preparation. To date, we have assisted at least 196 Marshall

Islander clients with tax issues. These clients have obtained a
recovery or avoidance of approximately $4,898 per client assisted,
bringing over $960,000 into the Marshall Islander community.
Auto loans. In 2014, we noticed that many of our Marshall

Susan Purtle, staff attorney for Legal Aid
of Arkansas presents a settlement check
from Automatic Auto Finance to Resmond
Banke, June 7, 2021, in Springdale, Arkansas.

Islander clients were seeking assistance with legal issues related
to their automobiles and auto purchases. The majority of these issues could be traced to two local companies,
Vancurens Auto Sales, Inc., and Automatic Auto Finance, et al. Both companies were engaging in practices that
violated the Arkansas Deceptive Trade Practices Act (ADTPA).
The deceptions perpetrated by Vancurens Auto Sales, Inc., included:
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1

offering
and advertising vehicles for sale

to the public without possessing title;

2

promising
consumers that automobiles

were free of liens when they were not;

3

failing to disclose salvage title
automobiles to purchasers;

4

taking
advantage of consumers who

could not protect their interests due to
known language barriers;

5

accepting
returned automobiles and

promising to pay off loans but failing to
do so;
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6

reporting
fake liens to governmental

authorities in order to prevent
ownership conveyance to purchasers;

7

securing
multiple loans for the same

vehicle and for the same consumer while
failing to disclose that fact to purchasers;

8

utilizing
small claims courts to collect

sums from consumers who don’t owe
any money; and

9

u tilizing their towing business in order
to unlawfully demand payments from
unwary consumers.27
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We worked with the Arkansas Attorney General to file suit seeking redress for these violations. We supported
our clients in deposition participation, document signing, testifying in court, and considering settlement offers.
The court enjoined the defendants from continuing their deceptive/fraudulent practices and ordered $73,002 in
restitution to consumers, titles to cars that had been purchased, and $590,000 in civil penalties ($10,000 per each
incident of deceptive practice).
Automatic Auto Finance, et al., presented itself to consumers as an automobile dealer when, in fact, it was a
finance company that was profiting from a complex defaulted loan scheme. All used cars were sold for an average
of $12,000 each and, as a whole, were mechanically deficient. Many of the cars became inoperable shortly after
the point of sale. Returns were not allowed, and customers were left with loans, but no cars. The defendant’s
contracts contained deceptive terms, and the payment schedules were set to require balloon payments in February
or March, so as to capitalize on customers’
anticipated tax refunds. Some customers went
to refund anticipation loan companies to secure
Racial justice often required advocates to
money for their balloon payments in advance
receiving a tax refund, while other customers
reject traditional approaches.
simply defaulted on the loans.
All defaulted loans were aggressively pursued
after repossession by the defendant’s in-house collection agency. Taking advantage of the customers’ lack of
understanding, the company would offer to make settlement by letter to defaulting customers, accept the
settlement payment, and then refuse the accord and satisfaction. After default, they would purchase the car back
and sell it to the next unwary customer. The state’s amended complaint shows sales of the same cars five and six
times within a two- to three-year year period. They would sue consumers in small claims court for the deficiency
balance, in violation of Arkansas court rules, and they would garnish wages. Adding to the egregiousness of their
practice, defendants had a policy of requiring all Marshall Islander customers to have a co-buyer, thereby pulling
two families into the deception and debt each time.
We worked with the Arkansas Attorney General to bring action seeking redress for these violations.28 We
supported our clients in preparation of affidavits, preparation of testimony, secured their agreement to testify
in court. The court enjoined the defendants from continuing in their deceptive/fraudulent practices and
ordered $1,575,300 as restitution to consumers. Additionally, the defendants were ordered to pay $238,593 in
reimbursement of costs.
Community support for the Marshall Islanders. Melisa Laelan, the founder of the Arkansas Coalition of

Marshall Islanders (ACOM), indicates that without legal aid, ACOM would never have been established. Her
work as an Interpreter/Liaison with Legal Aid of Arkansas allowed her to develop advocacy skills that would later
benefit everyone in the Marshall Islander community. Additionally, two legal aid attorneys were instrumental in
encouraging her to open a nonprofit to provide help and advocacy for the Marshall Islanders.
Our efforts to remove obstacles to services for the Marshall Islanders actually resulted in a strong alternative
pathway that was facilitated and supported by our firm.29 Racial justice often required advocates to reject
traditional approaches in favor of targeted investment and accommodation of the specific needs of people of
color in our communities. Without an organizational commitment to build this foundation, these victories for
Marshall Islanders in Springdale would not have been possible.
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Ensuring Sustainable Change
As with any organizational change, sustainability is predicated upon management working hard to stabilize
changes made to facilitate and maintain the trust of our Marshall Islander clients. This requires keeping all our
employees engaged in the process of serving our Marshall Islander clients and honoring their cultural differences.30
In 2019, Legal Aid of Arkansas’s Consumer Work Group adopted a Racial Justice Statement31 that reiterates our
commitment to eradicating both disparate treatment and disparate impact found in the consumer marketplace
and within our own workgroup. My workgroup continues to create a genuine, sustainable practice aimed at
stopping discriminatory sales practices, defending our clients’ rights under the Fair Credit Reporting Act,
empowering minority clients within the marketplace, ensuring all clients are afforded the consumer benefits that
many people take for granted, and sealing records to allow clients entry into the marketplace.
By identifying these principles in our practice, we are creating opportunities to end racial injustice in the
marketplace. Our advocacy goal is to reach a threshold where sellers and lenders no longer discriminate and
commit fraudulent practices against consumers based on their race. Literacy and language barriers create
opportunities for predatory treatment (e.g., fraudulent actions, unfair contracts, unethical activities that separate
consumers from their hard-earned money, etc.) and work to disenfranchise consumers who speak limited
English. Employing a Marshallese Interpreter/Liaison helps everyone remain focused on how our cultures and
lived experiences differ.
Organizational change is often difficult to implement and then sustain. It must be woven into the organization’s
work processes, and employees must maintain that change until they have a chance to realize its benefits. The
most effective ways to engage employees in this process is to educate them on the need for change, produce a
written commitment to that change, find substantive ways to measure it, and incorporate these efforts into
employees’ annual review.32

Conclusion
The Marshall Islanders are beginning to trust that our organization will help them resolve their civil legal
conflicts. Although we still rely on our Interpreter/Liaison to encourage Marshallese community members to
visit us and come to appointments, they are more open to approaching us for assistance.
Sometimes organizations marginalize community members by excluding them. Sometimes the community
members exclude themselves, and it is our responsibility to create connections and to identify and eliminate
racial injustice. We are proud of the steps Legal Aid of Arkansas has taken to ensure our Marshall Islander
community is comfortable accessing our services, and we look forward to continuing to build trust and hope with
them in the future
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How Payday Lending
in Mississippi Is
Rooted in the History of
Sharecropping
By Charles O. Lee

Introduction
In 2020, the residents of Mississippi faced some of the highest rates of poverty and lowest rates of financial
security and stability in our nation. Mississippi ranks 51st in overall poverty rate, 51st in child poverty rate, and
45th in the rate of state residents that have to rely on high-cost and high-risk forms of credit—such as payday
loans—to meet their basic needs.1 These rankings offer a glimpse of how dire the circumstances are in Mississippi
for consumers—particularly Black consumers. Deep racial disparities persist in the state. The average median
household income for all households in the state is $57,191, but for white, non-Hispanic households it is $57,553,
while for Black households it is only $27,964.2
Without access to the opportunities necessary to achieve economic mobility, financial stability remains elusive
for many Mississippians. The gaps that exist between white and Black people in educational opportunity,
employment, and wages are wider than almost any other place in the country. Many Black Mississippians are
forced to rely on predatory lending institutions for the cash they need to eat, remain housed, and survive today,
without having the luxury to think about how these exploitative loans could lead to significant and persistent
financial troubles.
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As a result, one of the most powerful forces operating against the economic security and mobility of Black
families in Mississippi is the prevalence of payday loan servicers. The culture of debt and siphoning of wages from
Black families perpetuated by the payday lending industry harkens back to the region’s history of sharecropping.
This article uses the frame of this historical linkage to describe the proliferation and power of payday lending
institutions in Mississippi. From there, the article will discuss the racial justice efforts of the Mississippi Center for
Justice to create alternative low-cost micro-loan opportunities while engaging in other supportive work to assist
Black consumers in Mississippi.

The Parallels Between the Payday Lending Model and Sharecropping
Payday lending is ubiquitous in Mississippi. The state has one of the highest densities of payday lenders per capita
in the country, with approximately 38 stores per 100,000 people (or one loan store for every 2,600 people).3 Payday
lenders place many of these stores in Black communities and specifically target their products toward Black people.
These predatory institutions understand that Black consumers in the state experience poverty at higher rates
because of a history of racism and discrimination that entrenched inequitable access to education, employment,
housing, and financial resources. As such, Black people are 105 times more likely to turn to payday lending

Mississippi has one of
the highest densities of
payday lenders per capita
in the country.
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products for support, regardless of the strings attached.4 These payday loans are marketed as small-dollar loans—
typically $100 to $500—that will tide over a worker facing a cash crunch until the next paycheck. The entire loan,
including interest or fees, is then due on the next payday. Few borrowers have the resources to pay these loans
back in full when due, borrowers almost always require a new loan immediately, and the costs compound quickly
and lead to absurd and usurious results. This isn’t by accident. This is the business model.
Historically, Black Mississippians’ relationship with lenders has been fraught and rife with distrust. Under Jim
Crow, mainstream financial institutions routinely discriminated against Black people, and that racist legacy
remains. Today, more than 15.8 percent of the state’s residents lack a checking or savings account—the worst
such rate in the nation—and 27.2 percent of
Mississippi households of color are unbanked.5
However, the prevalence of payday lending
The prevalence of payday lending in
in Mississippi and the culture of debt that it
perpetuates is probably best contextualized as an
Mississippi is an outgrowth from the
outgrowth from the vestiges of sharecropping.
vestiges of sharecropping.
When the Civil War ended, Southern landlords
tried to establish a system of labor similar
to slavery that bound the formerly enslaved to the land. Former slaves, on the other hand, advocated for the
distribution of plantation lands to Black families who would be free to farm the land and reap the profits of their
labor, but the federal government refused to support this proposal. “Sharecropping” emerged as an alternative
arrangement.6 Under this system, the “sharecropper” rented a plot of land from a plantation owner and paid
for it with a percentage of the crop, usually 30 to 50 percent.7 Sharecroppers would have to buy all the supplies
they needed—including tools, livestock, fertilizer, seeds and food—from stores owned by former slaveowners
who would demand incredibly high interest rates. Black sharecroppers retained little agency over their land.
White landlords would choose which crop the sharecropper was to grow, supervise production, and control the
weighing, marketing, and sale of the crop as well as the record-keeping.8 Landlords who supplied the goods
necessary for farming charged high prices and interest rates both to increase their profits and extract as much
potential wealth from Black farmers as they possibly could. As a result, few Black farmers were able to build
wealth—often ending the crop year in debt, thus preventing them from moving to find better terms of labor.
In Mississippi, sharecropping lasted until the Great Depression of the 1930s, when New Deal agriculture relief
programs fundamentally undermined the system.9 The federal government gave New Deal subsidies to Southern
cotton planters to encourage crop reductions and achieve higher crop prices, but neither the government nor the
landlords passed these subsidies on to sharecroppers. Instead, landlords simply evicted sharecroppers from the land
and used the federal subsidy dollars to mechanize cotton picking and planting. In addition, minimum wage laws
after World War II further motivated the owners of large-scale plantations to abandon what little sharecropping
still existed and even to reduce the use of fixed-wage employees. By 1965, a century after the Civil War, few
Southern farmers worked as sharecroppers.10
Nevertheless, the culture of debt and the extraction of wealth from Black communities persisted. During the
sharecropping era, wealthy white landowners extracted the income that Black workers had earned with their
labor. Like the white planter class of old, today’s payday lenders ensnare financially unstable consumers in a cycle
of debt, and before long, the paychecks that were inadequate to pay their bills in the first place are being almost
entirely depleted by high interest rates and exorbitant fees, or being garnished once the consumer is in default.
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Just like sharecropping, Black workers end up having the fruits of their labor seized by predators. Troublingly,
the payday industry’s power is only growing in Mississippi.
In recent years, the Mississippi legislature has deregulated the industry and given payday lenders free rein in
their efforts to extract profit from low-income Black families. In 2013, the legislature functionally granted
permanent authorization for payday loans after repealing the portion of Mississippi law that required the
legislature to periodically renew legislation that governs payday lending.11 Additionally, in 2016, in response
to industry concern that the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau would hamper payday lenders’ profits,
the legislature created a new type of
loan—the installment loan—by passing
the Mississippi Credit Availability Act
Powerful political forces in Mississippi are
(MCAA).12 The MCAA allows licensed
invested in the proliferation of payday lending.
lenders to loan up to $2,500—an amount
six times higher than any payday loan
previously allowed under state law—and
charge nearly 300% annual interest on the loans, greatly increasing potential profits. As of 2018, more than 385
lenders are licensed to offer installment loans,13 many of whom are payday lenders who own multiple check
cashing stores across Mississippi.14
The Mississippi legislature remains hostile to any attempts to rein in the predatory behavior of the industry, such
as providing broader consumer protections or capping interest rates, all while legislators continue to receive
political contributions from the industry.15 Powerful political forces in Mississippi are invested in the proliferation
of payday lending. With this power deeply entrenched, consumer advocates like those at the Mississippi Center
for Justice have had to look to alternative solutions to protect consumers from exploitative payday loans—such as
creating alternative low-cost loan products.

Racial Justice Work at the Mississippi Center for Justice
The Mississippi Center for Justice (MCJ) is a non-profit, public interest law firm that is committed to advancing
racial and economic justice. MCJ’s work focuses on six campaigns: Healthcare and Public Benefits, Educational
Opportunities, Housing, Immigration, Consumer Protection, and Impact Litigation. In the Consumer
Protection division, MCJ works to improve the financial well-being of Mississippians, particularly Black
Mississippians. For years, our team has worked with individual clients, other advocates and partners, community
groups, and organizations who have sought our assistance with providing information for consumer financial
issues. We have conducted workshops, made presentations, served on boards of statewide consumer nonprofit organizations, and worked in partnership with national organizations to bring products and projects to
Mississippi for the benefit of Black consumers who have been locked out of opportunities for upward financial
mobility for too long.
To combat the influence of payday lenders and the impacts of their loan products on Black consumers, MCJ has
been actively trying to find an alternative that would be useful to people who are in need of small dollar loans.
We established a program called New Roots Credit Partnership (NRCP), which matches employers with financial
institutions to offer small dollar loans at favorable terms to employees who need them. The banks within the
New Roots Credit Partnership place half the loan amount into a checking account and the other half into a
savings account. The funds in the checking account are immediately accessible. All funds in the savings account
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will be placed on hold until the loan is fully repaid. Borrowers have up to two years to pay back the loan, as
opposed to mere weeks to pay back a payday loan, and they pay 5% interest for loans of either $500 or $1,000 with
no additional fees—a sharp contrast to the products offered by payday lenders. Since financial literacy is crucial
to changing the economic outcomes for people experiencing poverty, it is incorporated as a requirement of the
program. The New Roots Credit Partnership
allows employees to access mainstream banking
with fair lending and fair credit and helps
The New Roots Credit Partnership allows
consumers avoid the debt spiral caused by
employees to access mainstream banking
predatory lending practices. It also acts as a
bridge between unbanked Mississippians and
with fair lending and fair credit and helps
the mainstream banking industry by opening
consumers avoid the debt spiral caused by
a checking and savings account as a part of
predatory lending practices.
the financial wellness benefit to the employees
who complete the financial literacy course.
This program has the potential of decreasing
the number of payday loans, increasing credit scores for participants, and decreasing the number of unbanked
Mississippians. Therefore, we have focused program partnerships in majority Black areas of the state in the hopes
that Black Mississippians will be able to access these alternatives and avoid financially ruinous payday loans.
It is not a perfect solution. It is well documented that traditional financial institutions played a large part in
creating the massive wealth gap between white and Black households in Mississippi by refusing credit and
mortgages to Black families. There is a limit to how much these profit-motivated institutions can be persuaded
to participate in creating true racial justice. The work of building power in Black communities and changing the
political climate in Mississippi is a long-term objective, but in the immediate term we have worked to address
directly the immense harm that payday lenders are inflicting upon Black people in our community. To avoid
this harm, we have tried to design a program that is a “win-win-win” for consumers, employers, and traditional
lenders. Consumers have access to loans that are fair, and they establish a bank account and receive training in
financial literacy; banks establish relationships with sections of their potential customer base who were previously
unbanked; and employers provide a benefit that some of their employees desperately need, reduce stress for
employees under financial strain, and process fewer garnishments.
Creating alternatives to payday lenders for Black consumers is a critical step toward creating financial stability,
but what about folks who are already caught in a spiral of debt? The Mississippi Center for Justice has spent the
last two years observing justice courts around the state to see how debt collection cases unfold in practice. Some
justice court judges require creditors to prove the legitimacy and accuracy of the debt before awarding judgment,
but many accept the creditors’ claims at face value and leave the unrepresented debtors defenseless. In response
to this disparity in treatment, MCJ established a court navigator project in Hinds County (where the capitol
city of Jackson is located) and five counties in the impoverished Mississippi Delta, where volunteer navigators
in the courthouse help to ensure that debtors are aware of their right to examine the debt and assess whether
the amount sought is correct. We know borrowers in majority Black areas are less likely to have their debt
discharged,16 and that Black borrowers are more likely to be harassed by collectors—even where white borrowers
have similar rates of default and late payments.17 The navigator project has allowed advocates to witness and
quantify these disparities firsthand. Now MCJ is advocating for uniformity in justice court practices and fairness
in debt collection proceedings—a necessary step toward our mission to overcome racial and economic injustice.
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Foreclosure Prevention in Mississippi
Payday lending is not the only issue devastating Black consumers and perpetuating racial injustice in Mississippi.
Foreclosures have also been wreaking havoc on Black communities in the state. As of April 2020, Mississippi has
the 5th highest mortgage delinquency rate in the nation.18 High rates of mortgage delinquency can be driven by a
prevalence of high-cost, subprime mortgages. Mississippi has had the highest average percentage in the nation of
subprime borrowers—49.2 percent during the fourth quarter of 2018, which was down 1 percent compared with
the fourth quarter of 2017.19 Black people in Mississippi are more likely to receive a subprime mortgage loan than
any other group, even when factors like income and credit score are taken into account. Spillover effects from
the housing crisis in Mississippi hit Black households particularly hard. A 2012 study showed that Black people in
Mississippi were twice as likely as white people to have their foreclosures completed, and 2.5 times more likely to
be at imminent risk of foreclosure. Approximately 32.5 percent of all the lost wealth from foreclosure spillover
effects in Mississippi came from predominantly Black census tracts, where the lost wealth per affected household
was just under $2,000, resulting in an average home equity loss of 2.5%.20
Foreclosures have tremendous
implications for Black families’ ability to
build generational wealth. A house is the
largest single asset of most individuals.
Each foreclosure strips wealth from a
family and its community. The racial
wealth gap widens for every Black family
that is locked out of the opportunity to
build this generational wealth by losing
their home to the bank. In light of the
severe racialized harms of foreclosures,
MCJ’s commitment to racial and
economic justice required that we devote
resources to fighting foreclosures on the individual and systemic level to keep Black people in their homes and to
keep Black communities intact.
When foreclosure prevention works in tandem with an understanding of basic financial management, real and
positive changes can take hold. The foreclosure prevention services we provide range from the initial request for
a modification, to providing counsel and advice, to client referrals to other resources, and court intervention/
litigation when required. Services include addressing foreclosure sale dates and mortgage delinquency issues,
and negotiating loan modifications on behalf of clients. As with payday loans, financial literacy is one of the
important keys to avoiding foreclosure. This has led to MCJ’s decision to offer basic financial literacy education
to those we serve.
The Consumer Protection division of the Mississippi Center for Justice was selected to participate in the
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau’s Your Money, Your Goals 2020 program, a comprehensive suite of
resources and training geared to help non-profit and government agencies integrate financial empowerment into
their existing service models. The members of the MCJ’s Consumer Protection team have received training and
technical assistance on how to effectively use the Your Money, Your Goals tools with those we serve. In June 2020,
we began conducting trainings with various sororities, fraternities, community organizations, and job training
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programs. We will begin offering financial literacy training to our foreclosure clients in the second quarter of
2021. Through this work, we can both help clients combat an imminent foreclosure and empower people with
financial knowledge that they could not previously access.

Conclusion
For the Consumer Protection division at the Mississippi Center for Justice, working toward racial and economic
justice requires recognizing that the racist systems that exploit Black families and contribute to the massive
wealth gap between Black and white people is directly derived from our history. In Mississippi, the work to
build power in Black communities and create systemic change is a long-term journey. Today, with the payday
industry firmly entrenched with considerable political power in the state, we work to address the immense harm
these lenders cause the Black community and provide lending alternatives to the predatory loans that ensnare
Black workers in a cycle of debt. We also share vital knowledge so that financial stability becomes possible and
sustainable. We will continue to develop new ways and resources to combat old problems that persist related to
race and consumer protections
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A Race Equity Lens
to Address Predatory
Lending in New Mexico
By Lindsay Cutler

Introduction
High-cost lending1 has long been ubiquitous in New Mexico. For decades, New Mexico had no cap on the fees
and interest payday lenders could charge. As a result, throughout most of the 1990s and early 2000s, interest rates
soared into the hundreds, even the thousands. In 2017, when the New Mexico Legislature finally passed a bill that
purportedly eliminated payday loans, often hailed as the worst breed of high-cost, storefront loans, the rate cap
still remained shockingly high, at 175% annual percentage rate (APR).2
Predatory lending is a racial justice issue in New Mexico because communities of color, and Native American
communities in particular, bear the brunt of these predatory businesses. In a rural state with an already high
concentration of lenders—close to 600 small loan companies for roughly 2.1 million New Mexicans3—nearly two
out of every three companies are located within 15 miles of Native American lands.4
The New Mexico Center on Law & Poverty (NMCLP)’s work is grounded in an understanding that predatory
lending disproportionately impacts Native communities in part because of colonization and systemic failures to
regulate the lending industry and extraction of wealth in New Mexico. NMCLP’s legal work has always been in
partnership with community-based organizations, but over the last few years staff and new leadership have made
an intentional effort to develop our internal understanding and alignment with principles of race equity across
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the organization. As an organization, NMCLP is also working to more explicitly integrate a race equity focus
and support community-based movements that build power in communities of color. This includes fair
lending advocacy that aims to center the voices of people who see these lenders cluster in and target their
communities, while also addressing the roots of those disparities. NMCLP continues this effort, which is in no
way near complete.
I started as a fellow at NMCLP working on fair lending issues in late 2017, after the 175% APR cap had been
signed into law. NMCLP’s fair lending project was initially intended to improve enforcement against predatory
lenders and to explore policy solutions to predatory lending. Our organization joined advocates who focused
on this issue and led this work for years, including the Native American Voters Alliance-Education Project,
the Navajo Nation Human Rights Coalition, and the wealth-building organization Prosperity Works. In early
2018, after the 175% APR rate cap was passed, we asked the state small loan regulator, the Financial Institutions
Division of the Regulation and Licensing Department,
to enact regulations to ensure that lenders were disclosing
and implementing the new rate cap. In coalition with
the consumer advocates and attorneys who have been
engaged on this issue for years, we were initially able to
enact minimal regulations.5 Throughout 2018 and 2019,
we also worked collectively on community education
and investigation of the industry, which involved inperson events, surveys of borrowers and loan stores in
partnership with law students, and AM radio spots in
Navajo and English. During the next legislative session
in 2019, we drafted a regulatory “fix” bill to improve
transparency in data reporting and clean up potential
loopholes in the lending laws with the same coalition of
advocates and attorneys.6
In the summer of 2019, I attended the Shriver Center
on Poverty Law’s Racial Justice Institute with the
Executive Director of the Native American Voters
Alliance Education (NAVA-EP) in an effort to develop
how we centered racial justice in our fair lending advocacy. Much of our fair lending work has emerged from this
training and from our partnership with NAVA-EP.
This essay offers an overview of New Mexico’s current predatory lending landscape, which unfairly targets Native
American communities. The story begins with the history of the high-cost lending industry in New Mexico,
which is grounded in the ongoing colonialization and extraction of wealth from Native communities in our
state. I’ll explain why the New Mexico legislature is the primary arena for our fair lending advocacy and how
we’ve applied a race equity lens in deploying that work.

The Lending Landscape in New Mexico
In 2019, the high-cost lending industry made nearly 600,000 loans worth $666 million dollars to New Mexicans.7
There are 595 companies currently licensed by the New Mexico Regulation and Licensing Department that make
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loans through storefronts and online platforms across New Mexico.8 Lenders cluster in metropolitan areas and in
low-income communities across the state, but in particular, target our state’s Native American border towns, the
towns immediately adjacent to the 23 Pueblos and Native Nations in the state.
Gallup, New Mexico, is one such border town, located in the northwest corner of New Mexico, in McKinley
County, outside of the Navajo Nation and the Pueblo of Zuni.9 Gallup is a border town for both the Navajo
Nation and the Pueblo of Zuni, meaning that many people from the tribes come to Gallup to work, shop, and
do business. In Gallup, there is a high-cost lender for roughly every 500 people.10 Española, a border town located
north of Santa Fe between the Santa Clara and the Ohkay Owingeh Pueblos also has a large number of high-cost
lenders, with one storefront for roughly every 1,000 residents.11 In contrast, Albuquerque has a lender for roughly
every 4,500 residents.12

Gallup has a high-cost
lender for every 500 residents.
Albuquerque, by contrast, has
a lender for every 4,500 residents.

Payday lending reform in New Mexico has been incredibly difficult, in part because of the industry’s ability to
avoid regulation and invent new products, and in even larger part because of the industry’s presence and influence
within the New Mexico Legislature. Every year for the past decade or so, a progressive New Mexico legislator has
introduced a 36% APR cap bill.13 And every election cycle, every year, the payday loan industry pours thousands of
dollars into campaign coffers and lobbying efforts.14 The fiscal impact is broadly recognized: “The largesse of the
small lending industry in making campaign donations is well-known. During the 2016 election cycle, high-cost
lending companies and their professional associations donated more than $118,000 to candidates and political
action committees. And those donations weren’t anything new. In 2014 and prior years, the industry similarly
gave big.”15 The high-cost lending lobby continues to be one of the largest financial campaign contributors in
the state.
Each year, more than a dozen lobbyists represent various companies and facets of the payday lending industry,
many with extensive experience in New Mexico government. Raymond Sanchez, the former Speaker of the New
Mexico House of Representatives, is a lobbyist for the Consumer Installment Loan Association, the central
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high-cost loan lobbying group in the state.16 Former New Mexico Attorney General Harold Stratton, Jr., is also
a lobbyist for a company that makes high-cost loans.17 Regulation of payday lending in general is notoriously
difficult, and has been referred to as regulatory “whack-a-mole.”18 In New Mexico, this regulatory difficulty
coupled with the financial influence and the power of the industry’s lobbyists have made meaningful state policy
reform nearly impossible.
Although payday-type loans have reared their ugly heads on multiple occasions over the last several centuries,
payday loans in their current iteration rose to national prominence in the late 1980s and early 1990s.19 In 1991,
the New Mexico Legislature repealed its General Usury statute, the broad state law the prohibited companies
from charging excessive rates of interest, opening the door for unregulated high-cost lending.20 The usury repeal
occurred under then-Speaker Raymond G. Sanchez, the aforementioned lobbyist for the Consumer Installment
Loan Association.
From 1991 to 2007, the high-cost loan industry grew exponentially in New Mexico, setting up storefronts across
New Mexico and unscrupulously charging triple- and even quadruple-digit interest rates.21 In 2007, New Mexico
passed the first limits on payday loans since
the usury repeal, capping fees at $15.50 for every
$100 borrowed.22 In true “whack-a-mole”
From Indian traders to tax refund
fashion, the lending industry shifted its model
anticipation loans, discriminatory policies
from payday lending (loan due in full on the
borrower’s next payday) to installment lending
have enabled businesses to extract wealth
(a new installment of the loan due each payday),
from Native American nations.
which allowed lenders to avoid the fee cap and
continue to lend at astronomically high rates.23
Over the next decade, advocates and dedicated
legislators continued the fight for a meaningful and all-inclusive 36% APR cap. These ongoing efforts led to the
first across-the-board rate cap in 2017, the 175% APR cap for all loan products.
The 175% APR cap is still a far cry from fair or responsible. It is the highest in the nation for loans over $2,000,
and nearly the highest for smaller dollar loans under $500.24 Despite the industry’s power, state policy remains the
primary arena for fair lending reform.

The Roots of Predatory Lending in New Mexico
In our work to dismantle the predatory structure of high-cost lending, NMCLP has worked to understand how
this industry fits into the larger story of a centuries-long wealth extraction from the very communities that the
predatory lending industry hits the hardest. While payday lending rose to prominence in the wake of federal and
state deregulation over the last four decades, the history of this industry and institutions that extract wealth—
particularly from Native communities in New Mexico—has roots that run much deeper.
In the 1860s, the federal government created Indian trading laws, setting up Indian trading posts across the
country.25 The trading posts were essentially company stores, run by non-native people with special license (and
essentially a monopoly) from the federal government to sell goods on the rural reservation communities. The
first trading post in New Mexico was established near Bosque Redondo in 1866, where the Navajo, or Diné,
people, were forcibly deported several years prior.26 When the Diné returned to Northwest New Mexico from the
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enslavement at Bosque Redondo, the trading posts returned with them, popping up across the Navajo Nation, run
by predominately white business men (“Indian Traders”).27 The trading posts and the people who ran them were the
genesis of what would become the border town high-cost loan industry. The trading posts and the Indian Traders
themselves began making pawn loans to their Navajo customers throughout the twentieth century.28 In the 1960s
and 1970s, the trading posts on the Navajo Nation started to close, while the prominence of border town pawn shops
grew.29 The Indian Traders were the sole conveyer of many goods in the region—a monopoly controlled by white
Indian Traders blessed by the federal government.30 The Traders’ monopoly brought them great wealth, but left the
Navajo people, who could not get the federal licenses to run the posts, out of that prosperity.
One of the most prominent trading post families, the Tanners, have been operating trading posts and various
other businesses around the Navajo Nation since the 1870s.31 The Tanners started off in the formal trading post
business and then opened the Navajo Shopping Center outside of Gallup in the 1960s.32 The Navajo Shopping
Center was a one-stop market, engaged in a variety of different businesses. The Tanners continued to grow their
businesses and opened T&R Market, another one-stop market operating several different businesses, in Gallup
several decades later. In the late
1990s and early 2000s, T&R Market
got into the income tax business,
specifically the tax loan business.33
T&R and the Tanners began offering
a pre-tax season quasi-refund
anticipation loan, or a “holiday loan,”
a product that target low-income
working families who received Earned
Income Tax Credits and often receive
a large refund at tax time.34 The
holiday loan business is particularly
predatory—marketing “Christmas
Children from San Felipe and Santo Domingo Pueblo.
cash” and requiring borrowers
to return in the spring to pay tax
preparation fees and often roll the holiday loan over to a traditional tax refund loan. The tax refund goes directly
to the T&R lender, and there is often very little left by the time borrowers receive their refund.35
The story of the trading posts, pawn dealing, and now predatory lending fits into a larger narrative of extraction
and colonization. From Indian Traders to tax refund anticipation loans, discriminatory policies have enabled
businesses to extract wealth from Native American nations, whose resources have been stripped by centuries of
colonization.36 When New Mexican consumer protections were rolled back three decades ago, high-cost lenders
set up shop and continued to profit from predatory loans in communities that do not have access to other
mainstream financial services. On the Navajo Nation in particular, a lack of meaningful economic opportunity
combined with predatory business practices traps low-income individuals in a cycle of debt. The debt-trap
lending industry not only hurts thousands of families, but it impacts all of us when our state’s economy is
weakened by large high-cost loan companies that extract hundreds of millions of dollars from our state each year.
NMCLP has worked to elevate the story about predatory high-cost lending in New Mexico for the past several
years. It is a narrative that departs significantly from the story the lenders tell—about how they serve as a
resource, how they help people who don’t have access to other emergency funds, and how the market would
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sustain lower interest rates if it could. The story of payday lenders as the next phase of institutions that extract
wealth from New Mexico is helping to shift the conversation about payday lending out of the lenders’ wheelhouse
and move this issue forward.

Policy Advocacy
Policy advocacy has been a central tactic for predatory lending reform in large part because of the increasing
barriers to litigation created by arbitration clauses in loan contracts. In the last several decades, companies’ use
of fine-print arbitration clauses in their contracts that deprive consumers of their day in court and restricted
the use of class action lawsuits has grown exponentially.37 It’s very rare to find a payday loan contract without
such a clause, making private class action litigation to stop illegal and unfair practices almost impossible. State
attorneys general are not bound by arbitration clauses and can be strong proponents of predatory lending
enforcement. Prior attorney general administrations in New Mexico have been very active in enforcing the New
Mexico Unfair Practices Act payday lenders,38 but that enforcement activity, which varies from administration to
administration, has dropped off significantly under the current New Mexico Attorney General.39
Notably, the federal law that created the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau a decade ago also declared
the express authority of tribal governments to act in the same capacity as states’ attorneys general to bring suit
against predatory lenders pursuant to their sovereign authority under the Consumer Financial Protection Act.40
The Navajo Nation, the largest Native nation in New Mexico, has exercised its authority under the Act against
a loan company that illegally understated APRs and steered Navajo tax filers towards high-cost loans.41 This
litigation avenue remains an option, but many of New Mexico’s smaller tribes simply do not have the resources to
exercise this attorney general authority and go after bad actor corporations one at a time.
NMCLP and our community partners have chosen to work within the New Mexico Legislature for lending
reform. Because the 175% APR cap is so costly that we cannot litigate, administrate, or regulate to truly make
these loans fair—it is imperative to lower the rate cap to create any kind of meaningful reform.
Over the last few years, NMCLP has worked in partnership with members of the New Mexicans for Fair Lending
Campaign to center the impact that predatory lending has on Native communities and constituents. NAVA-EP
in particular has led the work at the Roundhouse (our state capitol building). NAVA-EP has led the coalition in
power mapping and developing a legislative strategy at the Roundhouse around the 2019 regulatory fix bill and
around the current push for a 36% APR cap. NAVA-EP’s expertise has been crucial in leveraging a narrative shift
and in moving the legislation forward.
Using a racial justice perspective, we’ve worked to illustrate how predatory these loans can be for New Mexican
families. For too long, powerful industry lobbyists have controlled this conversation, but by demonstrating
through data, maps and other visuals,42 and individual stories, we’ve worked to change the narrative. We’ve
presented in front of the interim Indian Affairs committees and have begun to reshape the story that’s told about
predatory lending in New Mexico as one that extracts wealth from our whole state and from Native American
communities in particular. That narrative shift is far from complete, but it is an intentional effort that has made
our collective advocacy more powerful and more effective.
Centering racial justice in fair lending advocacy has also begun to build and leverage power. Most recently, the
Navajo Nation Human Rights Commission successfully lobbied the Navajo Nation Council to pass a Resolution
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in support of a 36% APR cap in New Mexico.43 The Resolution marked the first time the Navajo Nation has taken
an official position on the 36% APR cap. For the many New Mexico legislators who serve large numbers of Navajo
constituents, the Resolution is a voice on this issue that cannot be ignored.

The Public Health and Racial Justice Crises of 2020
The COVID-19 pandemic increased the urgency of reining in predatory lending in New Mexico. As an
organization, much of NMCLP’s work shifted in response to the pandemic in early 2020. Our initial plans for
fair lending advocacy and outreach were put on the back burner because of shelter-in-place orders and the host of
novel issues that instantly became a greater priority for communities we serve. After the declaration of emergency
and the initial closures of non-essential businesses, the New Mexico Governor and Department of Health
ordered high-cost lenders to shut their doors, declaring explicitly that these storefront lenders were not essential
businesses.44 It is unconscionable that anyone should have to pay 175% APR on a loan they need to put gas in their
car, keep food on the table, or keep a roof over their heads after losing income as a result of the pandemic. But
as Congress debated stimulus payments and the state struggled to effectively administer unemployment, many
families who needed emergency cash relief had nowhere else to go.
The pandemic has brought systemic inequity to light across the country, and it has laid bare how alarming and

unconscionable it is to have a state economy and financial system where predatory lenders are expected to act as
a social safety net. At a time when our economy as well as our families are struggling – with more than 100,000
New Mexicans household unable to pay rent and thousands more who have applied for unemployment45–the
pandemic made the problem of predatory lending so much worse. High-cost, 175% APR loans only end up
driving families deeper in debt.
These inequities have been amplified by the protests and national conversation about racism that followed the
murder of George Floyd in May 2020. As we work to reckon with our country’s history of systemic racism and
recover from the COVID-19 pandemic, advocates should frame the urgent issues communities face with a racial
justice lens. Centering racial justice in consumer and economic justice advocacy work is not just about doing the
right thing in a crucial moment. It is and it should be about building power in communities most impacted by
abusive consumer practices; listening to and elevating the stories of how communities are affected by predatory
companies; and reimagining a different financial system
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Throughout this article, high-cost loans, storefront loans, and small loans are used interchangeably to refer to the non-bank loans made by loan companies
licensed under the New Mexico Small Loan Act. I may also refer to this group of lenders as the “payday lending industry.” Although two-week payday loans
have been outlawed in New Mexico, community members and policymakers alike refer to these loan companies and their cadre of lobbyists as “payday
lenders.”
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Afterword
By Nolan Downey
The racial disparities that consumer advocates witness in their work are a natural consequence of a history of
racist policies designed to extract wealth from communities of color and deny opportunities to build assets and
economic stability. Acknowledging history is an important step toward achieving racial equity. All the contributors
to this report recognize the ways in which history has impacted their clients, whether that history involves the
enslavement of Black people; the subjection of people to Black Codes, Jim Crow, and other racist policies that
denied them opportunity and generational wealth; the genocide, dispossession of land, and exploitation of
Indigenous people; or war crimes and wanton disregard for the lives of Marshall Islanders people living near U.S.
military nuclear test sites. All of these racist histories, and many others, can inform understanding of consumer
abuses today. Framing racial disparities in the consumer space within the context of this history is not only useful,
but necessary to understand the level of commitment required to remedy these abuses. Racial disparities exist
because of generations of targeted discrimination, and it will take targeted investment and attention to eliminate
disparities and create racial equity.
This report illustrates some of the ways in which consumer advocates have changed their messaging and approach
to more directly address and call out racialized harms. Even as calls for racial justice continue to amplify in the
wake of continued police violence against Black people, these gaps threaten to persist, or even widen, in the postCOVID economy. As the authors of this report have demonstrated, an approach that more directly addresses racial
injustice could mean:

• m
 essaging racial disparities in the context of historical intentional discrimination and racism;
• b uilding new strategic partnerships with external stakeholders or different community groups who have
been targeted by abusive lenders;

• c ommitting time, energy, and resources to build cultural competence and trust within the community;
• r ethinking the approach to institutions, like the courts, that consumer advocates interact with daily, and
making different demands of those institutions that are consistent with equity and fairness; or

• b uilding a foundation of knowledge, skills, and power within the community
directly confront the harms they face.

and empowering people to

Transformation can be uncomfortable. But pursuing racial equity in the consumer space—as in any other space—
requires the courage to be bold, to experiment, and to try, fail, and try again. We hope the work highlighted in this
report will engender excitement, inspiration, and new ideas that will help bring about racial justice
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